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16. "M'net 
The objective of this contract W;lS to design a high ('nc,'gy tk'nsity 
nickel cadmium cell of aeJ'Qsrace quality. "Il,e appmach used was to utilize 
lI1anufacturln~ techniques which produce highly uniform and controlled 
starting Jllatcrials in adUnloJ1 to imrrovcmc:ms in the ovcra JI design. 
Paralllctcn; controlling the production of plaque and both podtivc and nqra-
rive plate were studied. Qualltirles of these materials were pn)L!\Ic'cd and 
pmtotye,£ cells were asscmbled to test the proposed L!csi~n. 
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A13si'RACT 
The objective of this cont"ract was to ue~lgn a high cncrgyuensitynickel 
cadm'ium ceU of nerospace quality. The specific energy density ~oal was to approach 
20 Whr/lb. Improvelllem of the cnergy density of existing cells was umkrtaken by 
first analyzing the factors having the g'reatesteffect upon it. First. the wc'lghr 
contributions of the individual comporie~ts of a typical c()llllnercial'ccll \;"~rc quantificJ, 
. . Next. improvemcms. i.e .. decreases in component weights were shown to he possible 
In a number of areas .. Specifically. plaque suhstrate weight;:; could be ,-el/ucel/'Ily . 
selecting smaller wire uianlcter scree!'l without affecting the plaque strel1)!rh: In 
addition. m::iJor wcigllt,sadngs could be achieved by redllcing thesiruel' Niplaque 
. weight yet not detrimeritallyaffecting plate conductivity. mechanical strength .. or 
pore structure. Such improvements si.lggestthe utilization of manufacturing techniques 
which producc higli ly uniform a nJ comrolled starring materials in <,Jdid~n to illlprov~­
ments in the overail cell design~ In additi~n to the component weight reduction .. 
increased utilization of the active materials within' thepores of the ImproveJ .siillered 
Ni pJaque was expected in corijunction with the appropri:;rc clectro!ytclc\,c! and' pl~1te 
loading levels .. 
. SinrereJ Ni plaque was developed on light-weil:!ht woven nickeI scrl:!en sub-
strate which exhibileJ improved porosity (up to> 8,4% powder porosity) ,Tlie plaque 
had. in addition. a' pore. volume distribution which has been shown in jH-c\:iollS studies 
to be favorable to good utilization of the subsequently deposit(;d active nl:tteri:Jls, 
'This improv'ed plaque materia!" was subsequently' used to establbh the optimulll paralll-
eters for the illlpreg'nation of the active materials. TIle efficient. high temperature 
. electrochen'!icaUlllpregnation method ~'as'used to produce uniform, highly prctlictable 
positive ahd negat ive p line at the experimen~a I. batchproc:ess level. Parameters 
determined here were then applieJ to the' manufacture of plaque and plate material for 
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the assembly of.test cells. Although difficulties in the "scale up" from experimental 
batch quancities to mass quantities of plaque material hindered (he theoretical improve-
ments expected to be manifested in the final product, cells were assembled and tested 
with resultant energy densities of 15 Whr/lb . 
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L' lNTRODUCTION 
The objective of this progran', was to design, develop, and produce well-
controlled and unifom) materia Is for aerospace quality nickel cadmium cells and 
batteries. Specific design goals were to control plaque gauge to :t 0.0005 in and 
plaque weight to :t 0.05 g/in.2 Gools for plate capacity variability were :t 2% at the 
one (J le'vel for the positive place and :t 3% for the negative plate.' An additional pro-
gram goal was to develop design criteria for the manufacture of cells with an energy 
density approaching 20 Whr/lb. The cycling demands and operational temperatures of 
synchronous and near earth orbits have been considered. 
To accomplish these goals, a four phase program was carried Ol:t to study 
'and optimize in a logical manner: (1) the cell design, (2) plaque development and 
'manufacture, (3) plate development and manufacture, and (4) fabrication of hardware 
to evaluate plate and operating cell characteristics versus the design goals. The first 
phase was carried out by analyzing cell components which are the major weight 
'constituents. On this basis improvement of the cells' energy density was realized 
by decreasing various component weights. During the second phase of the program. 
Ni sinter plaque embodying the necessary high degree of qua Iity and uniformity was 
produced which substantiated our projected weight savings in the proposed cell design, 
In the third portion of the contract, the development of 0ptimued (~onditions an~ pro-
cedures for the manufac::ure of both positive and negative plate lltiluing t!.e high 
temperature electrochemical method of impregnation was carried out and further 
substantiated·the validity of the proposed cell design. Finally, hardware in the form 
of 4 Ahr cells was fabricated on an experimental basis. Later. 12 Ahr cells, 
manufactured to the final design criteria were tested. 
It was determined theoretically. that in a 20 Ahr size cell a modest increase 
in energy density could be realized. In the 12 Ahr configuration the ratio of active 
ceU components to case weight severely hampers improvement of energy density. 
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IL CELL DESIGN 
A. Design Considerations for Higher Energy Densitv Cells 
Factors influcnc i ng the energ~' dens ity of s intt:red p late nickel-cadmium ce II!" 
can be categorized as follows: 
1. Weight of the hardware (i.e .. cell case, terminals electrol~,te. 
tabs, etc.),' 
2. Weight of the supporting slibstt'ate (mesh. perforated sheet. 
expanded metal, etc.). 
3. Weight of the simer structure. 
4. Weight and efficiency (utilization) of the active materials. initi::J!ly 
and as a function of time, 
5. Polarization characteristics of the cell. 
Some improvements in the weight (hence, energy density) of commonly used 
hardware are possible through the use of lighter wdghr case materiais (e.g .. Ti. 
plastic, etc.) These improvements are considered beyond the scope of the effort. 
However, the weight of the supporting substrate can be reduced measurably. For 
example, by reducin~ the wire size from 0.007 in. to 0.006 in. fora woven Ni mesh, 
the substrate weight is decreas(..xi by 25%. 
Also important is the weight of the sintereJ structure. since the Nt sinter 
can contribute as much as 35%1 of the plate weight.' Reducj!1£;._the ~'eight of the 
sinter without detrimentally affecting plate conductivity. mechanica'l strength. and 
plate pore structure would increase tlie energy density of the eel\, Of equal if not 
greate'r significance is the weight of the active material comainelj in the porous plates. 
With a controversial exception for the positive plate. the active materilll£ have fixed 
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, electrochem ical equiva Jents (Le.; coulombs per mole or unit weight)" The utiiizarion 
, of [hese active materials can ~aryl with the pore structures ~f the plaque, (he quantity 
of clectrolrte available and the loading level. Therefore. increasing the utilization of 
'active material in the plates by optimiz~ng plaque structure adds to the energy dens ity 
of a cell. 
,B. Conventional Cell Analysis 
In order ,to ,de!ermine the proper approach to iinproved cell design, data on 
'existing cells was developed and analyzed. The initial step taken involved analyzing 
,the ~eight of a con~en(iorial 20 Ahr rated aerospace cell equipped with a third eleC-
trode. These data, presented in Ta~le I, indicate which cell cbmp~nents are major, 
, weight constituents. It is the reduction in weight of those hea vy components (1. e. , 
positive plate,' negative plate,cell cas~) ,that ha~ the largest impact on ~eil weight . 
Table LComponent Weight of a 20-Ahr Cell, 
Total cell weight 
Nine negative electrodes 
Teri positive electro~es 
Stainless steel case (0.031 in. thick), 
Cell top, nylon screen, 3rdelectrode 
,243.22 g 
, 292.41 g' 
214.91 g 
64.36 g 
, Separator 10.63 g 
Subtotal Weigh't 825.53 g 
Electrolyte weight by difference 
917.0 g , 
, 91.47 g 
These d.:it~ Indicate that {he' case accounts for 23.5% of the cell weight. There-, 
tore, ~ reductbn ~f 20% of the case thickness (I.e., reduced from 0.031 to 0.025 in.) 
wiJl dcc~casc thc' weight of the ccll by 4.7 g. The other ~ajor welg.ht compor . .!nts, 
ar~ the negative and positive e)ectrode~ comprisi~g26.5% and 31.8% of ihe'total cell 
! ' . 
weight, , respOCtive ly. ltis appare~t from these q<lta 'that a reduction 1:1 p jateweight 
is signil'cant and would have 11 measurable effect on increasing cell er.ergr de'nsity. 
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C. Improved Cell u!sign 
The plate weight can be broken down into three constituents; namely, the 
substrate, the plaque, and the active materia I. These components were ana Iyzed 
. (0 determine their contribution to the plate weight. Data are presented in Tables. It 
111, and IV. Using these data the following cell design was postulated. 
As an example of these c,JIc:ulations, a cell rated to deliver 20 Ahr is chosen. 
it should be noted that plate weights can be proportionately increased or reduced 
depending on cell size and capacity, this can have profound effects on the final energ~' 
density. 
1. 20-Ahr cell: 
a. Cell rated capacity is 20 Ahr (assumption).· 
b. To assure cell delivers the rated capacity, set tolerance such 
that the cell will deliver 22 Ahr (safety factor) . 
c. The positive plate nominally delivers 80% efficiency in the 
sta.rved state; therefore: 
22 Ahr 
0.8 efficiency = 
27.5 Ahr of positive acth'e material 
in the flooded state 
d. At the designed loading density of 7 Ahr per in. 3. 
27.5 Ahr 
7Ah~ = 3.93 in.
3 of plate are required. 
e. Using as a boundary condition the accepted size package for a 
20-Ahr rated cell, trial and error calculations were made (0 determine plate thick-
ness. Thus, at a positive plate thickness of 0.028 in. 
3 3.93 in. 
0.028 in. = 140 in.
2 
of plate area 
f. Using these same boundary conditions, a 14-in.2 plate is used. 
thus providing for 10 positive plates. 
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20 x 20 
mesh 
25 x 25 
mesh 
·TableIL. Properties of Various Substrate Materials 
Weight Thickness 
Substra tc TYEe ()?;/In.2 ) (in. ) 
. Ni plated steel 0.33 0.007 
EJectroformcxJ Ni 0.40 0.008 
Eleci:roformed Ni 0.22 0,005 
Perforated Ni· 0.25 0.003 
\ Screen 0.007-ln, wi re 0.23 0.014 
ScreenO.006-in. wire 0.17 '0.012 
Screen 0.005-in. wire 0~13. 0.010 
Screen 0.004-in. wire 0.075 ·0.008 .' 
\ Screen O.OO7'in. wire - 0.29 
0.014 
Screen 0.006-in. wire 0.21 0.012 
Screen 0.005-in. wire 0.i5 0.010 
. Screen 0.004-in. wire .. 0.09 -0.008 
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Table IlL 
Plaque lnickness 
(in.) 
0.025 
.0.025 
0.025 
0.025 
0.030 
0.030 
0.030 
0.030 
0.035 
0.035 
0.035 
0.035 
. \ " ~ . I 
Several Plaque Properties 
/ 
I 
Plaque Porosity 
(%) . 
78 
80 
82 
84 
78 
80 
82 
84 
78 
80 
82 
84 
7 
/ 
Plaque Weight 
<ti,in. 2) 
0.817 
0.742 
. 0.668 
0.594 
0.980 
0.890 
0.802 
0.712 
1.142 
1.040 
0.933 
0.839 
Table N. Weight of Active Material 
Plate Capacity Positive Weight Negative Weight 
. ; (AhrJin.2) (g/in.2) (g/in.2) 
0.100 0.345 0.273 
0.125 0.431 0.341 
0.150 0.517 0.410 
0.175 0.603 0.477 
0.200 0.690 0.546 
'. 0.225 0.775 0.615 
0.250 0.862 0.673 
0.275 0.948 0.751 
0.300 1.035 0.817 
0.325 1.122 0.887 
0.350 1.208 0.956 
1f 0.400 1.380 1.090 
0.450 1.552 1.225 
e! 0.500 1.725 1.360 
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g. Using these criteria, similar calculations were made for the 
, negative electrode. Flooded negative capacity is based onthe positive capacit}innd 
factoring in a 1.4: 1 negative-to-p~sitive ~·atio. Therefore:' 
(27.5-Ahr positive capacity) (lA) = 38.5 Ahr of flood~d 
negative capacity. ' 
, , 
, " 
h. At a loading density 0[9 Ahr per in. 3" 
'38.5 Ahr 
9 Ahrltn. 3 4.28 in. 3 are required 
, , 
i. Taking the assumption of one mare negative plate than positive, 
plate. then 11 negatives are required, or: 
" "2- ' 2 ' ' ,,' (11 negative plates) (14 in. ) = 154 in. of negative plate. 
, plate ' 
j. Therefore, the negative plate thickness can be calculated as: 
4.28in. 3 of negative plate' = 
" 1.54 i0. 2 of plate area , 0.028 
. This va lue is considered the approximate va lue for' p late thickness~ , 
One factor which hasa significant i~fJuericeon the d~sign of the c~Jl is the 
, ' ' 
plate thickness. As previously mentioned, the va ~ue arrived at was influenced hy 
. - . . 
dimens 10na I limitations. However, 'within these limitations there is some flexibility. 
In terms of cell weight, it is advantageous to maximize plate thickness since the 
number of plates will be decreased, thus eliminating some tabs and screen. However, 
, '2 : . --
prevIous studies have shown that by increasIng pJate thickness,. active material is 
_ not utlllzed as efficiently, thus requiring additional material to be present. Also, 
thicker phites polarized, causing greater voltage drop within thecell. Both effects 
decrease usable energy density notably as charge and discharge currents increase. 
It has also been shown that thicker, heavily- loaded negative plates do not recombine 
oxygen as well as thinner plates, which further limits charging and overcharging 
of cells. 
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It would then seem that thin plates would produce a cell with better operating 
characteristics. Ilowever, as plates decrease in thickness, they a Iso would have to 
increase in number, as shown in Table V, in order to provide sufficient cell capacity. 
Based on substrate weight data (0.005- in., 25 x 25 mesh) , each added plate pair 
would increase total cell weight by approximately 6 g. On a pro rata basis, this 
corresponds to 1 Ahr of cell capacity. In other words, to justify a decrease in 
plate thickness (and add one plate pafr) , cell capacity would have to be enhanced 
through greater active material by more than 1 Ahr. These factors were considered 
·in the selection of plate thickness 
The pther cell components of significance in this design are the electrolyte, 
cell case, separator, and top assembly. In keeping with earlier discussions con-
cerning the material restrictions of materials exposed to the cell environn',ent, the 
. cell case will be stainless steel. The current-carrying mef"!1bers of the top assembly 
will be either nickel or stainless steel. The sea Is used for this des ign will be of the 
crimped polymeric type. 
The choice of sepa rator materia I is essentia lIy lim ited to either ny Ion or poly-
propylene. It is believed, based on recent experience well known to aerospace users, 
that nylon separators have a useful but limited life. Polypropylene separators have 
been shown to be usable and provide proper plate separation, appears to be resistant 
to attack by the cell environment, and permit acceptable levels of oxygen recombina-
tion.· In this context, the use of polypropylene separators was chosen. 
The recommended electr~lyte is 30% KOH in keeping with the maximum con-
ductivity binary system. Assuming cells will operate in the range of 0 to 20°C, the 
addition of iithium or sodium ions to the electrolyte is not expected to have any 
appreCiable effect. Of major importance is the quantity of electrolyte used. Based 
on data presented in Fig. I, the quantity of electrolyte wlll be based on the tota I pore 
volume and adjusted to meet the oxygen recombination requirements. The va lue for 
the oxygen recombination rate is based on the specific dutycycle. and the recombi~a­
tion capabilities of the negative plates. This value for electrolyte quantity is on the 
order of 80 to 85% of the total pores available. 
Using the~e data and those presented in previous tables, the estimated cell 
weight is shown in Table VL 
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Table V. Necessary Plate Thicknesses for Various Numbers of Plates 
Single Plate Total Plate 
No. of Plates Area On. 2) Area (in. 2) 
9 14 126 
10 14 140 
11 14 154 
12 14 168 
13 14 IP.2 
14 14 196 
15 14 210 
* Based on 3.93 in. 3 of positive plate 
** Based on 4.28 in.3 of negative plate 
11 
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*111ickness of **lnicklll.'SS of 
Positive Plate Negative Plate 
(in. ) (in.) 
0.031 0.034 
0.028 0.030 
0.0:!6 0.028 
0.023 0.025 
0.021 0.024 
0.020 0.021 
0.020 
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EFFECTS OF ELECTROLY,TE FILL LEVEL 
.. ON CADMIUM IMPREGNATED NI: SINTER ELECTRODES 
. OXYGEN /. . . RECOMBINATION 
PLATE. UTILIZATION 
C/2 01 S CHARGE .RATE· 
.. REF. 2,4 .~ ~ 
...J 
W 
o 
0' " 
'0.50 0.60' . 0.70 0.80 0.9' 
FRACTION OF AVAILABLE PO.RES FILLED WITH' ELECTROLYTE 
. .. , . . . . 
. . 
Fig. 1. Eff('cts"of electrolyte fill ]evel on cadmium ImpregnatcdNi 
sinter electrodes. 
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Table VL Estimated Cell Component Weight for 20 Ahr Rated Cell 
Components Weight (g) % Total Weight 
Substrate (0.005-in., 25 x 25 mesh) 44 5.6 
Plaque (83% porous) 197 25.2 
Positive active material 96 12.3 
Negative active material 104 13.3 
Case 172 22.0 
Top assembly. etc. 65 8.3 
Separator 11 1.4 
Electrolyte 92 11.8 
Total 781 100.0 
This design would produce a 20-Ahr cell approximately 10% lighter than other 20-Ahr 
rated cells. 
D. Improved Cell DeSign 
l. 12-Ahr Cell 
When considering the design of the desired 12-Ahr rated cell a similar 
analysis of an existing aerospace quality Ni-Cd cell was carried out and compared with 
a proposed cell fitting the physical constraints of the existing cell witti the expected 
improvements incorporated into the design. The calculations are related to those dis-
cussed previol.lsly for a 20-Ahr rated cell and proceed as follows: the cell is rated 
at 12-Ahr, and with a 10% safety factor the desired delivered cell capacity will be 
13.2 Ahr. This capacity is based on a 1.4 to 1.0 negative to pOSitive capacity ratio 
operating in the starved condition which is assumed to be at an 80% fill level. There-
fore i:he needed delivered capacities are: 
• positive capaCity - 13.2 Ahr at the 80% fill level the flooded 
positive capacity would be - 13.2 ~ 0.8 = 16.5 Ahr 
• negative capdcil}, - 13.2 x 1.4 = 18.5 i . ~ at [he 80% fiUlevel the 
flooded negative capacity would be - 18.5:- 0.8 = 23.2 Ahr. 
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These calculations assume 100% efficicii'::y of both the po:;itivc unJ neg3t ive electroJes. 
Given the physical constraints of a typical aerospace 12-Ahr rateJ cell, the electrode 
size is selected to be 2.80 x 3.25 in. or 9.1 in. 2 1£ we assume that there will b~ 10 
positive electrodes the total area will be 91.0 in. 2 and the loading dens ity would be 
16.5 Ahr/91.0 in. 2 or 0.181 Ahr/in.2 At a selected electrode thickness of 0.028 in. 
for positives, the loading per unit volume of plaque would be 6.5 Ahr/in. 3, which is 
within the limits known for positive electrodes. 1£ we assume that there wil1 be 11 
negative electrodes, (I.e., one rr:ore than positive) the total negative electrode ;Jrea 
will be 100.1 in. 2 and the loading density wo~ld be 23.2 Ahr/l00 in. 2 or 0.232 Ahr/in.2 
At a selected negative electrode thickness of 0.(130 in., the loading per unit volume of 
plaque would be 7.72 Ahrlin.3 which again is within known limits for net~ative elec-
trodes. Such a design will proJuce a 12 Ahr rated cell with an imrroved energy 
density over other cells with the recognized long life capacity ratio. 
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llLIMPROVED ""LA,QUE PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT ' 
A. Plaque 'Properties 
A slntc~ed nickel plaque provides the void volume which contains the active 
" " ' 
material. Tile porosity of thai: plaque directly affects the plate capacity. Variations 
. . . . 
in porosity, therefore, directly affect plat~ and cell capacity. Consequently, control 
"of the uniformity of plaque porosity and related properties (i.e., pore size distri-
'bution,reslstance, etc.) is essential for uniform cell behavior. Work reported 3' ," " " 
recently, has investigated the manufacturing parameters which affect plaque and plate 
uniformity •• Critical pa~amcters, are plaque porosity, pore size distribution; and "," 
gauge control. Also, plate loading and gauge control ultimately affect cell uniformity. 
These variables have been controlled and documented. 
" " , 
Plaque structure can affect the perfor~ance of the plate. ThiCket', 1;"3 less 
'porous structures polarize and/or pro'/ide poorer utiIizationof active material Both 
of the effects reduce the energy density of cells and must ~ mii1imlzed thrOugh proper 
selection of plaque structure. These properties at [he sintered nickel plaque can be 
altered by controlled parametric changes in the manufacturing process. Plaque 
porosity. for exa n--ple; can be altered by varying the temperature 1•4 of the sintei-lng " " 
ope"ration. To properlyselect a plaque structure, one must also consider the fact 
that it unrergoeschanges during the impregnation process. The commonly use~ 
, chemical impregnation process and the proces' described,by FI~i5cherc~n corrOde 
the nickel 'st .. ucture to a degree' sufficient to,cause slo:Jghing and warping of lmpreg-
l' " """ " 
.nated plates. These corrosion effects are dependent on the time and temperature of 
the impregr.alion process. To compens,ate" plaques are, often made less porous" 
" (more dense) in order to withstand the mechanically degrading effects of corrosion. 
Consequently. plaque s~ructure t<; not optimized for higher energy densf[y cells. 
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Another process referred to as the high temperature electrochemical impreg-
nationS process affects the sintered nickel plaque to a measurably smaller degree. 
By virtue of this method, (cathodization in acid nickel or cadmium nitrates). corrosion 
effects are minimized. This property therefore allows the use of a more open and 
P0i'"OUS plaque structure without destructive loss of mechanical integrity and electri-
cal conductivity. Since this impregnation method is dependent on the diffusion of ions 
+ +2 +2 -(H • Ni • Cd ) into and (OH ) out of the plaque, pore structure and surface 
characteristics6 are critical plOperties. Consequently, use of the high temperatun: 
impregnation method requires development of a plaque structure nor necessarily used 
with the more conventional impregnation process. 
B. Plaque Preparation and Characterization 
The production of large quantities of uniform, aerospace qua lity battery 
materials suggests the use of manufacturing techniques that allow the close control 
to those plaque and plate characteristics which affect the final product. Considering 
the manufacture of pJaque, the slurry coating process is inherently easier to control 
than the dry sinterin5 meth"d. As a result, continuous lengths of slurry-produced 
plaque can be produced with uniform properties. Initially, short run batch lots of 
plaque material were produced using the slurrr-coating process and the properties 
of these materials compared to those of dry sinter produced plaque. The plaque 
produced must not only be lightweight in nature, i.e., have a high porosity and be 
manufactured on a low weight substrate, but its impregnation characteristics must 
be such that it a llows the necessary loading of active materials to be utilized to 
the fullest extent. 
According to the results of the previous development contract, 3 it was found 
that the high temperature impregnation method was critically dependent on the physi-
cal characteristics of th~ porous nickel plaqlle. In fact, it was found that loose dry 
sinter plaques appeared to deliver higher specific capacities than those plaques m-anll~ 
factured using a slurry coating method. It was suggested that this pheoomenon was 
caused by the formation of a slip-glaze on the surface of rhe slurry-coated plaque 
which might narrow the 5urface pore opening and impede the diffusion processes 
which necessarily occur during the high temperature impregnation method. This 
would lead to decreased quantities of acrh'e material being deposited within the 
structure of the plaque and excessive deposits at the plate surface. 
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Obviously. if the optimum plaque materi;]I is to be interfaced with t;le optimum 
impregnation method, a technique to o\'ercome these apparent shoncomings of the 
plaque ilad to be made. During this contract, a successful technique was developed. 
The pore size distribution of a typical slurry-coated plaque of the type manufactureu 
under the previc.us contract is indicated in Fig. 2. The .Hstribution was detcrmined 
on a Micrumeritics l\10del No. 903-1 mercury porosimctcr. This shows a largc 
proportion of pores havir.g uiameters in two rather distinct regions - 20 to 140 11 and 
220 to 340 J.l - the majority bcir.~ in the latter region. When impregnated by the high 
temperature electrochemica: method. this plaque shows an increased thickness due 
to active material buildup on the surface and poor electrc.chen~ical characteristics 
(i.e .• low capacity. after formation due to loss of active material from the surface). 
In comparison. a typical loose sintcred plaque, as shown in Fig. 3, has a weIl-
defined pore size distribution consisting of much smaller pore uiameters. When 
impregnateu. this plaque increased in· thickness only 0.0014 in. before f.:)rmation 
and exhibiteu a capacity of 7.0 Ahr/in.3. although its other physical properties were 
similar to that of the previously noted slurry-coated plaque. Anempts to duplicate 
the pore size characteristics exhibited by loose sintered plaque for slurry-coatt::d 
material were succ~ssful. The slurry formulation and t~'pe of nickel powder used 
were changed (lneo 255 instead of lnco 287) and led to plaque material with pore 
distribution typified by Fig. 4. It can be seen that the pore diamet~rs are distr.ibuted 
over a range which closely approximates that of the loose sintered type i'laque. 
Investigations into this plaque's loading capabilities indicate substantially increased 
specific capacities over the earlier slurry coated plaques without appreciable surface 
buildup. 
As discussed previously. uniformity of materials was an important criterion 
in this contractual effort. Uniformity seems to have been achieved as demonstrated 
by a slurry-coating run designated IT -8. utilizing 20 x 20 me!ih. 9.007 in. nickel 
wire substrate. and the 255 based slurry. This run provided some 16 feet of plaque 
material exhibiting the characteristics shown in Fig. 5. Therefore this method of 
production was used for the fabrication of plaque in this effort. 
The effects of varying the sintering conditions of plaque manufactured by the 
slurry coating process arc presented in Table VII on plaque designated as n'-12. 
It can be seen in the table that. as expecteJ. higher temperatures and longer times 
at temperature decrease the porosity and gauge of the plaque. It'can also be seen that 
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Table VIL TY -12 Plaque Data 
" 
./ 
-. 
Sinter Sinter Temperature (0C) 
Time Plaque 
(min) Characteristics * 875 900 925 950 
a 32.7 32.5 
b 1.0323 1.0588 
1.5 c 78.4 77.7 d 82.3 81.6 
e 6.0 5.9 
f 89.3 81.1 
a 33.5 
b 1.0268 
20 c 79.0 d 82.9 
e 9.4 
f 47.4 
a 32.5 
b 1.0468 
.. 25 c 77.9 d 81.8 
e 6.0 
f 97.6 
a 32.8 31.1 31.4 30.4 
/ b 1.0610 1.0270 1.0555 1.0451 c 77.8 77.5 77.0 76.4 30 d 81.7 81.7 81.0 80.6 
e 5.7 5.4 5.6 5.3 
f 98.3 97.0 89.2 102.4 
a 31.7 30.5 30.6 30.1 
b 1.0525 1.0324 1.0452 1.0554 
~l 40 c 77.2 76.8 76.5 76.0 
--' d 81.2 80.9 80.9 80.1 
. f e 5.5 5.2 5.2 5.2 
; 
. f 94.7 108.3 107.6 .109.3 
*a Thickness (mil) 
b Weight (g/ln.2) 
. . i c Appalcnt Porosity (%) f/ d Powder Poros ity (%) 
~ e Resistivity (n • cm 'X 10-4) 
:fr,'~ f Mechanical Strength (kg! cm2) ,->~ 
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tl~e very short timcs'a[ lower t~'lllperalures has a deletcrious' effect on the il1cci,a'nlca i 
strength of the plaque. Referring to Table VIlI whlch,contains additional data relating 
. to the uniformity of the plaque rilanufactured for this effort. it should be notcd thac 
, . . 
ttic largc standan.l deviation founu for the mcchanicaLstrengtl1'lilCasurement may 
suggcst a'n insensitivity' of thc tcst itself when compared to the standard deviations of 
the other plaque proper'iles. Nonetheless any gmss variation in this .nleasurcn-ient 
should still be construed asa real proper:ty of the subject material as rioted pre-
viously. 
. , The substrate used In'the manufacture ?f plaque is purchased from National-
Standard Company of Curbln. Kentucky. This materia lIs uniquc In that the screen 
, is calendered after wcaving. which induces colli wckJing of the wires at Uieir cross-
over points. This property further enhances the mechanical stabIlity of the plaque· 
structure and ~'lnlmizes loose wires and res~ltant short circuits.. i"ig. 6 shows a 
cross sectio'nal view of wire mesh similar to that used in our·plaque. The nlckei 
wir~ is Grade "A" orNo. 200.·' The analysis of this type of wire, is' asfoli;ws: 
. Nickel + (Coba It) 99.0 III In, 
Carbon 0.15 max. 
Mangariese 0.,35 max. 
Iron 0040 max. 
Sulphur 0.010 max. 
Silicon 0.35 max. 
C.lpper 0.25 max. 
The tensile range on 0~005-in. annealed WIre 'is 64.000 to 72.000 psi. 
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Sintered 
111ickness 
Plaque No. (mUs) 
1 29.97 
, 
2 29.35 
3 29.86 
4 29.45 
5 28.77 
6 28.86 
'7 28.95 
8 28.51 
9 28.90 
10 28.73 
11 28.72 
12 28.57 
Mean 29.05 
Standard 
[)cvlation, 0 -0.503 
Table VlIL. TV -16 Plaque Data 
Plaque 
wt - g/in2 
(corrected for substrate) 
0.13 
0.71 
0.685 
G.691 
0.694 
0.694 
0.689 
0.692 
0.686 
0.689 
0.684 
0.680 
0.693 
0.0137 
Apparent 
Porosi!I. 
78.80 
78.05 
78.98. 
78.56 
78.00 
78.06 
78.25 
77.83 
78.28 
78.09 
78.19 
78.20 
78.27 
0.340 . 
ij 
I 
Powder 
Porosity 
82.32 
82.42 
82.32 
82.94 
82.45 
82.51 
82.69 
82.32 
82.73 
82.55 
82.63 
82.70 
82.63 
0.283 
Mechanical 
Resistivity Strength 
n'cm ~cm2) 
0.006 91.83 
0.00612 80.64 
0.006 80.81 
0.00612 71.32 
0.00564 90.80 
0.00636 83.78 
0.80622 94.93 
0.00598 91. 77 
0.00616 85.99 
0.00632 90.56 
0.00622 107.19 
0.00612 89.35 
0.00610 88.25 
0.0019 8.87 
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Fig. 6. Cross - sectional viL'w of colJ wc1dC'd nickc1 wi rC subst rate 
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,IV • .IMPROVED PLATE rROPERTV DEVElDPMENT 
A. ' Impregnation Method 
A first step in plate production is to deter~line which impregnation ~lethod 
will ,be' used and what effect. it has on plate and ceil uniformity and reproducibility, 
With regard to plate man~facture.rhe high temperature electrochemical 
" ' . 
impregnatiOn method gives the best control of the disti"ibutlon and 11}0rphology of 
the active materials. 
, , ' 
. . . . . -. . 
: , The so-called \~hemical method .and the p'rocess described by Fleischer have, 
been used .... idely in the manufacture of nickel-caclnliulll electrodes. The relatively 
new high temperature method referred to above has not be\;!n used ex~ensively. ,It': 
, has several notable advantages. ,Its speed (approximately 1 hI' to imp'regnate plates) 
is very attractive to nianufacturers since cost savings can be realized. The technic a 1 
'advantages are also noteworthy~ The fact that electrlcCi.lrrent is 'used to precipitate 
, , 
the active material has two important advantages. 'Firstly. the uniformity 'of active 
material is directly related to current distribution ~v~r the plaque slJrfac~. The,use 
of well-established electroplating methods minimizes any variability. Secondly. the," 
, ' ' 
quantity of active material is proportiona I to the applied current. ' This provides a 
direct control over the capacity of a given plate. Other impregnation methods 
rely solely on the properties of the pJaque to effect capaCity uniformity. Thisuni-
'formity within a given piate ~nd from plate to plate is most desirable for high qualit~: 
cells 'where cell to cell reproducibility .is required. Thls is especia lIy [rue where 
ceils are' series Connected in a battery 'and subjected to deep depths pf discharge. 
The, chance of overdischarge is thereby substantialIy reduced. 
Other notable advantages are the ch~racteristics of cadm ium electrodes pre-
pared using the subject impregnation method. The plates show a higher utilization 
of active material which is an advantage when'designing a plate which maximizes 
\ 
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energy density. In addition. these plates show less fading when subjected to repeated 
cYCles3 (similar to near-earth orbit). The results indicate that a higher energy 
density and longer lived nickel-cadmium cell are possible through use of this impreg-
nation method. 
B. Positive Plate 
Initial investigations of the use of the high temperature electrochemical 
impregnation methcd focused on its use to manufacture positive plates. Laboratory 
studies consisted of the impregnation of nickel sinter plaques developed previously 
in this work in 2 liter beakers containing the various solution compositions. Each 
plaque was held in a Teflon fixture. parallel to two equidistant platinized titanium 
counter electrodes on each side of it. Held constant throughout the studIes were the 
following: 
1. Solution to plaque area ratio 
2. Solution temperature 
3. All solutions were freshly prepared. i.e .• used within a two hour 
period of preparation. 
Pararrieters that varied during the study were the following: 
1. Current density 
2. Ni(N03) 2 concentration 
3. NaNJ2 concentration 
4. Solution pH 
Plaque used in the studies were physically characterized and nominallr similar to 
the originally proposed in the design. 
First. in order to gain knowl~dge leading to tbe opt~mlJm i.mlJregnation condi-
tions to be used to obtain positive plates of the type and loading necessary for this 
program. an impregnation time versus weight gain relationship was generated. Eight 
plaques from rUl: TY -16 were impregnated for various lengths of time at a current 
dens itr of 0.5 A! i.n. 2 Plaque data reported previous Iy appears in Table LX . 
In order to glean as much information as possible from these experiments. 
it was decided to analyze the Solulions after every impregnation, each solution being 
freshly prepared of 2.0 M NW-n3) 2 and 0.3 i\~ NaNJ2 adjllsted (u pH 4.0. Also, during 
28 
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SintcrL"d Plaque Apr·l rc·nt I',)wdc'r Me-:h.mkal 
Thh:;':nl."ss W<'kht Poru~ i[~: Porusit~' i{('sis(h'i(\' ~(r<'o):(h . 
Plaque No. (mils) (f i~.2) - (r,.) -(';-) (\I.em " 10 :4) (I:~ .,"2) 
I 29.9 0.96 78.80 82.32 6.00 91.83 
2 29.3 0.94 78.05 82.42 6.12 80.64 
3 29.9 0.92 78.98 83.32 6.00 BO.51 
4 29.4 0.92 78.56 82.94 6.12 71.32 
5 28.8 0.92 78.00 82.45 5.64 90.80 
6 28.9 0.92 78.06 82.57 6.36 83.78 
7 28.9 0.92 78.25 82.69 6.22 94.93 
8 28.5 0.92 17.83 82.32 5.98 9].77 
9 28.9 0.92 78.28 82.73 6.16 85.99 
10 28.7 0.92 i8.09 82.55 6.32 90.50 
11 2B.7 0.92 78.19 82.63 6.22 107.19 
J2 28.6 0.91 78.20 82.70 6.12 89.35 
J3 28.9 0.91 78.46 82.92 6.06 81.62 
14 28.9 0.91 78.52 82.99 6.40 84.84 
J5 29.1 0.90 78.34 83.30 6. J.I 77.28 
16 30.3 0.92 79.18 83.47 6.14 85.04 
17 28.8 0.89 78.74 83.24 6.58 72.61 
18 28.3 0.91 78.05 82.52 6.60 BI.53 
19 28.2 0.90 78.23 82.79 6.42 95.(;4 
20 28.6 0.90 78.49 83.0J 5.98 98.74 
21 28.3 0.89 78.37 82.92 6.34 80.44 
22 28.4 0.89 78.47 83.01 6.10 - 84.60 
i 23 28.5 0.89 78.44 82.98 6.54 98.48 24 28.9 0.89 78.74 1l3.22 6.18 94.49 
25 2!1.4 0.1l9 79.12 83.55 6.78 77.35 
26 28.2 0.89 78.46 83.04 6.40 97.14 
27 28.7 0.90 78.55 83.05 6.64 101.64 
28 28.9 0.89 78.93 83.43 6.18 94.03 
29 28.9 0.90 78.77 83.25 6.16 88.31 
30 28.4 0.88 78.45 83.30 6.36 89.10 
31 20.2 0.88 78.77 83.36 6.48 91.9<; 
32 27.9 0.88 78.24 82.87 5.92 97.75 
33 27.9 0.88 78.27 82.89 6.22 76.93 
34 28.6 0.B9 78.71 83.23 6.42 84.49 
35 28.5 0.89 78.69 83.23 6.66 97.39 
36 27.8 0.88 78.24 82.87 6.14 83.96 
37 28.0 0.87 78.67 83.30 6.22 91.80 
38 28.4 0.89 78.63 83.17 6.32 95.08 
I 39 28.0 0.88 78.48 83.10 6.46 106.64 
I 40 28.0 0.88 78.47 83.09 6.08 JOO.49 
I 
41 28.2 0.87 78.78 83.37 6.48 85.86 
42 28.4 0.88 78.74 83.30 6.58 93.57 
43 28.2 0.88 78.59 83.17 6.50 85.62 
44 28.2 0.89 78.40 82.92 6.56 90.90 
45 28.1 0.88 78.63 83.23 6.28 87.04 
46 28.2 0.88 78.67 83.~6 6.46 101.90 
• 
47 28.2 0.88 78.66 83.25 6.66 !II. 53 
48 27.8. 0.88 78.38 8::.02 6.28 91.65 
19 27.7 0.87 78.56 83.23 6.42 73.49 
50 28.0 0.81 18.19 83.43 6.66 92.37 
51 28. I 0.a6 79.06 83.70 6.76 91.06 
52 27.6 0.87 78.28 82.95 5.80 84.77 
53 27.8 0.89 78.08 R2.71 6.04 91.91 
54 28.0 0.87 78.65 83.28 6.86 96.89 
f. f !\!> 27.0 0.86 ;8.25 8303 6.80 IOB.9() 56 27.1 0.85 78.61 83.39 6.28 110.63 
.'t!!r2 
Table IX. TY -16 Plaque Characteristics 
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the 'longest time run, the change in pHat temperature was monitored as was the 
change in plaque potential versus 'a'n Ag/ AgCI reference electrode. The results a,re ' 
prese!1ted graphically in Fig. 7. It is interesting to nme th~t 'TY~16-7, the 75-min 
impregnation in Fig. 12 which showed no buildup of~1ateria I in its' surface. ' roughly 
coincides with a sharp po'tential br~ak, a slight decrease inthe solutio~ pll. and ,the 
approximate demise of nitrite ion from the solution. Metallographic sectionso£' 
these plaques showed the TY-16-:7 plaque to x uniformly fillC?d with active materia1. 
Plaques with shorter impregnation times were uniform but riQ[,cOIl"plfi~lely fjlled., and 
plaques impregnated for longer time,S ,began to accumulate active materia Ion their" 
',surfaces, although the pore structure was uniforinly filled. The potentia" break is 
. . . .. '.' , . 
, proba!>ly 'associated with the loss of nitrite ion from the solution 'and subsequent loss: 
of pH control. Photographs of cross sections of all plates are shown in Figs. 8 through 
15. 
A few words should be mentioned about the analy~es of the impregnaiionhaths. 
Reproducibility of analyses was excellent where tested.' t\lost solutions were analyzed 
'for Ni++~ NaNJ2, and total nitrogenconcent~ation. The data are shown in Table X. 
These results ~uggest the trends,in the chemistry of the high. temperature ?Icctro-
chemical impregnation m.ethod. 
On the basis of a 2~0 M Ni(N03)2' 0.3 M NaN02 solution, this will contain 
60.2 g/q, nitrogel: theoretically. Looking at Table X, therefore, the difference between 
the tot'altheoretical nitrogen and the measured ~olalriitrogen gives an Indication of 
the amount of nitrogen lost either on heating' or during the impregninionprocess (as 
NJ
x
)' Similarly, the difference between the m~as~red total nitrogen and ihe t~tal 
due to Ni{OO3) 2 and Nal\U2 combined gives :-n indication of the amount of Na1'.03 " 
formed (should be in\'ersely proportional (0 NaNJ2 concentration). This decrease 
in Na1'.02 concentration should then have an effect on ~he solution pit, 
Further investigation of the positive electrode impregnation regime,continued 
with variations in the chemical composition and current density., The results are 
summarized in Tables X r. XIL and X IlL The main conclusio~ (0 be draw~ from'these ' 
data is that the operating conditions (on a laboratory scale) for the impregnation of 
positive plates ri.o M Ni(N03)2' 0;3 M Nat..D2 , pH 4.0, '105°C, 0'.5 :\/in.2 ,75 ~in] 
prolluced clectrod~s with acceptable wci~ht gain; The delivered capacity of the plates 
is recorded in the aoove- mentioned Tables. Table XIV suminarizesthe capacity , 
data found in' the previous three tables presented a long with activ,e matt:r ia I'ut i I izat ions. 
In general, the uniform plate efficiencies suggest an agreement between the plaque 
properties of TV -16 and the utilization of active material found in these plaques. 
. -. . . . . . 
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Pl~. 7. Slurry run TY -16 impregnat!on study data 
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Fig. 8. TY-16-1 - 10 minute imprcp:nation (90 X) 
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Fig. 9 •. TY-16-2 - 20 minute irripregnation (90 X) 
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Fig. 10. TY-16-4 - 30 minute imrregnation (90 X) 
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Fig. 11. TY-16~5- 45 minute imprc~mition (90 X) 
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Fig. 12. TY-16-6 - 60 minute impregnation (90 X) 
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Fig. 13. TY -16-7 - 75 minute ill1prc~natiol1 (90 X) 
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Fig~ 14. TY -16-10 - 90 minute impregnation (90 X) 
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Fig. 15. TY-16-8 - 120 minute impregnation (90 X) 
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Table X. TY -16 Chemical Analysis Data 
Impre~ation Ni( N03)2 NaN02 Total Nitrogen g/ ~ 
Time (min) Molari~ g/~ (N) Mobrity ~/t (N) MeasJred Calculated 
10 1.909 53.45 0.2049 2.87 56.2 56.32 
20 1.879 52.61 0.2016 2.82 55.1 55.43 
30 2.00 56.00 0.147 2.06 57.96 58.06 
45 1.96 54.88 0.1156 1.62 57.26 56.50 
60 1.88 52.64 0.0726 1.02 55.86 53.66 
75 2.08 50.40 0.C504 0.706 55.30 51.11 
90 2.08 58.24 0.0216 0.30 60.05 58.54 
120 1.88 52.64 0.00 0.00 53.27 52.64 
Table XL Effect of NI(N03) 2 Concentration· 
Theoretical 
Plaque Plate Plate after Plate Delivered Final 
Thickness Thickness formation Ni(N()1~ Capacity Capacity N02 final 
Plaque No. (mils) (mlls) (mils) Cone. (Al~I"L_ ~Ahr) Con~. (M) ~ -
TY-16-23 28.5 31.5 31.3 1.75 3.24 3.22 0.092 5.~5 
TY-16-25 29.4 31.5 31.5 1.90 3.22 3.17 0.083 5.58 
TY -16-18 28.3 31.8 31.3 2.00 3.41 3.03 0.078 5.42 
TY-)6-)9 28.3 30.2 29.3 2.50 3.00 2.64 0.074 5.16 
TV -16-20 28.6 30.1 28.7 3.00 2.59 2.31 0.056 5.57 
·All expertmentswererun on 16-in.2 electrodes for 75 min at 0.5 A/in.2 The solutions contained 
0.3 M Nnr-D2, lldjusted to pH 4.0, and were mnfntolfned at th{'ir boiling point. 
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Table XIL Effect of NaN02 Concentration at Various Ni(N03) 2 Concentrations· 
. Theoretical 
Plaque. Plate Plate after Plate. Delivered Final 
TIli<;:kness Thickness Formation Ni(N01) ~ NaN02· Capacity . Capacity N02 Final' Plaque No. (mils)· (mils) (mils)· Cone. MCone. (Mr ·(Ahr) (Ahr) Cone. (M) .J!!:L 
TY-16-12 28.6 30.5 . 29.4 2.00 ·0:0 ·3.15 .. 2.50 0.3 
TY-16-11 ·28.7 30.9 30,0· 2.00 0.0 2.92 2.94 
-
0.6 
TY-16-9 28.9 30.3 30.3 2.00 0.0 . 3.07 3:05 0.4 
TY -16-30 .. 28.4 29.2 29.0 .. 2.00 .. 0.2 2.96 2.79 0.0165 4.78 
TY-I6-1S 28.3 31.8 31.3. 2.00 0.3 3.41 . ·3.03 0.078 5.42 
TY-16-28· 28.9 34.6 t9.8 1. 75 O.Sf 3.00 2.26 . 0.147 4.80 
.TY -16-27 28.7 33.9 :IiA .2.00 .. .0.6t 3.36 3.31 0.15 5. 11 
TV -16-26 .' 28.2 31.0 30. '7 2.50 0.6t 3:26 ··3.20 . 0.17 5.18 
TY-16-29 28.9 . . 30.7 .29.8 3.00 .0.6f 3.16 2.43· 0.147 4.46 
tGross a~tivc material precipitation occurred In the bath at this· concentration .. 
.AIl experiments 'were run on 16-lri.2 ~lcctrOj.!cs·for 75 min at Q.tiA/I~.2 TIle solutions were ~ll adjusted to 
pll 4.0 and il1alnralned at the boiling foint .. 
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Table XllL Effect of Current Density Variations· 
Theoretical 
Plaque Plate Plate after Current Plate Delivered Final 
Thickness Thickness Formation Capacity C'lpacfty N~ Final 
Plaql!,c No. (mils) (m lis) (mils) 
Impregnation Densi~ 
Time (min) (Alln.) (Mr) (Mr; Cone. (M) . ....E.!.!..-
TV-I6-31 26.2 30.0 29.2 93.75 0.4 3.35 3.31 0.046 
TV-16-16 26.3 31.6 31.3 75 0.5 3.41 3.03 0.076 
TV -16-34 26.6 31.1 30.1 62.5 0.6 3.35 3.20 0.083 
TV -16-35 26.5 31.0 30.1 53.5 0.7 3.24 3.13 0.104 
• All experiments were' run on 16-in. 2 electrodes In solutions of 2.0 M Ni(N03) 2 and 0.3 M NaN02 adjusted to pH 4.0 and maintained at the boiling point. 'me coulombic input was kept constant in order to be able to 
compare the finished plates. 
5.25 
5.42 
4.51 
4.55 
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Table XIV. Positive Plate Capacity Data-
Theoretical Delivl'I'cd Theoretical % Efficiency 
Plague No. Capacity Ca(l;!citr Caracity (revised) 
TY -16-9 3.07 3,05 2.90 105 
-11 2.92 2.94 2.30 128 
-12 3.15 2.50 2.45 102 
~18 3.41 3.03 3.09 98 
~19 3.00 2.64 2.46 108 
~20 2.59 2.31 2.09 110 
~23 3.24 3.22 3.11 104 
~25 3.22 3.17 3.10 102 
~26 3.26 3.20 2.96 108 
-27 3.36 3.31 3.05 108 
-28 3.00 2.26 2.46 92 
-29 3.16 2.43 2.56 95 
-30 2.96 2.79 2.61 107 
-31 3.35 3.31 2.98 110 
-34 3.35 3.20 2.96 108 
-35 3.24 3.13 2.9J 108 
-52 3.00 3.05 2.78 109 
-53 3.05 3.05 2.73 111 
-55 3.00 3.00 2.74 109 
*Plates m:.mufactured under a variety of bath compositions and 
opcratin~ conditions. 
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Capacity 
(Ahr/in. 3) 
6.29 
6.12 
5.31 
6.05 
5.63 
5.03 
6.43 
6.21 
6.51 
6.59 
4.74 
5.10 
6.01 
7.11 
6.64 
6.50 
6.20 
6.20 
6.33 
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These data were obtained by forming the plates flooded in 30% KOllfor a 
.minimunl of three full cycles (lOO%·~vercharge and completedischarge to 0.6 V) 
I 
·at the C/2 rate using oversize negative counter electrodes. The positive plates were· 
then washed, scrubbed, drted, weighed, and retested at the C/2 rate (lOO% ovcrcilarge. 
. . . -
comph;te discharge) in 30%KOH once again. From the table it can be s~ei1 that the 
average revised theoretical capacity Is almost 90% of th·e inttia 1 theoretica I capacity 
. and .that the average delivered capacity is over 100% of the revised theoretical capacity. 
Listed in Table XIV are plaq~e numbers TY -16- 52, 53,· and 55 which were lmpreg-
r.ated using the standard sulution compo~ition of 2.0 tv\. Ni(1'03)2' 0.31\·\ NaN02. 
pH 4.0, 105°C and.run for 75 min at O.!; Alin. 2 , with the addHlon of 0.1 }.(Colr-K)3)2' 
This addition is nqw part of the standard bath compositlor:l used tc manufacture posi-
.... . 6 
tive plates tor this contract. 
The. foliowing aie the studies' conciusions: 
1.· Effect of nickel concentration 
. . . 
. a. Delivered capacities are. highest at the lower Ni concentrations 
(:.... 2.0M) - less active material loss. . 
b.Plate thickness increases are minimal"at higher Ni conccinra-
tions ( .. 3.0 M).· 
c. Nitrite ion consumption increases athighei Nf concentrations. 
2. Effect of NaN02 concentration 
a. Higher nitrite concentrations cause gross active ~aterial pre-
cipitation in the impregnation bath. 
b. Higher nitrite appears to cause greater a(the ·material loss· 
.. upon formation of plates. 
c. Nitrite concentriltions of 0.3 M or less have no effect on 
delh.·cred capacity. 
3. Effect of current density 
a. ~ighe·r current den~ities ( ... 1.0 A/in.2) lead to lower capacities ~ 
!~ss efficient impregfiation - active material precipitation Inrhc bath~ 
. . b. Current densities beriveen 0.4 and 0.7 A/ln.2 have no adverse 
. . 
. . 
eifoct on c.lpacity or Hnal plate thickness. 
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'c; Negative Plar.e 
Initial investigations made toward the selection of an optimized high tempera-
ture electrochemical impregnation regime for the negative plate considered in our 
proposed cell design utilized a nlllnber of samples of uniform plaque material from 
run TV-16, previously used during the optimization of the impregnaticn method for 
positive plates. These \I't~re physically characterized and then impregnated for various 
times. The conditions of impregnation consisted of the cathodic precipitation in a 
freshly prepared solution of 2.0 tv! Cd(r-D3) 2 and 0.3 M Nal'()2 adjusted to pH 3.0 at 
the boiling point of the :..'olu£ion, approximately 105°C. The current density was 
0.31 A/in. 2 , After each impregnation, the solutions were analyzed for chemical 
content. The change in solution pi I and the electrode potential versus a Agi AgCI 
reference electrode was a]so monitored. These data arc pre.;ented in Fig. 16. The 
physical appearance of the impregnated plates was very good, with no active material 
, visible on the surface of the plaque until the 60-min run, which also exhibited a plate 
thickness gain of approximately 4 mils. 
Plaque and plate thickness data are presented in Table XV. Increased impreg-
nation periods produced the dendritic growth of active material on the plaque surface. 
The results of the chemical analysis are presented in Table XVl 
These data again suggest the amounts of nitrogen containing gases evolved and 
Nar-lJ3 formed during impregnation. Further examination of the data in Fig. 16 shows 
a dissimilarity of the electrode potential when compared to that of the positive elec-
trode during impregnation and, more strikingly, a less pronounced utilization of the 
nitrite ion in solution, which is due in part to the decreased current density 
and impregnation time used. This factor potential:y leads to better pll control during 
the negative impregnation process. 
A potential problem involved with the impregnation of Ni plaque to produce 
negative plate was uncovered during this investigation. It had been assumed that 
during the high temperature impregna_tion process, the plaque material is cathodically 
protected from chemical corrosion in the bath. It was found that after each impreg-
nation, the solution was colored a light green color and Ni ion was immediately 
suspected. Obviously, in a laboratory scale process where contaminated solutions 
can be discarded or treated, minute quantities of unwanted materials can be tolerated. 
but on a large production scale the constant use of such solutions without expensive 
. treatment wou'ld eventually lead to co-precipitation of Cd(OIt) 2 and Nt(OH) 2 in the 
negative plate. it appears that the nickel concentration increases with time in the 
solution, as shown in Table XVIL 
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Fig. 16. Negative impregnation study 
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Table XV; Negative Electl-ode Thickness Data 
. ~ . . 
Electrode No. 
TY-16-13 
-14 
-15 
-17 
-21 
-22 
Impregnation Time 
(min) 
10 
15 
20 
30 
45 
60 
Plaque l·hick .. c~s 
(mils) 
28.9 
. 28.9 
29.1 
28.8 
28.3 
Plate Thieknes~-, 
(n:ils) 
---.:.:..;..: 
.. _ 29.3 
29.J--
- 30.7 
29.6 
30.0 
32.6 
Table XVL Chemical Analysis of Negative Impregnanon Baths 
Plaque No. lmpregnationCd( NJ 3) 2 N - - NaNJ2 N Tor a I mg/f. 
TY-16 Time (min) _ Cone. (M) ~ Cone. (M) (g!~) Measured Cal.:. 
13 - 10 2.00 56.00' .25 3.50 60.76 59.:iv 
14 _ 15 1.98 55.44 .25 3 .. 50 59.64 58.94 
15 20. 1.97· 55.16' . .. 25 3.50 - 59.02 58.66· 
17 30 1.98 55.44 .25 3.50 59:64 58.94 
21 45 1.99 55.72 .25 3.50 60,20 59.22 
22 '60 1.88 - 52.64 .18 2.52 56.84 '55.16 
Total theo:-Eotieal N. -60.2 g/f 
Table XVIL Ni Ion Co'nccmration in CdhnlJr(~gnation Solutions 
Ni Concentration 
. Plate No . Im2re~nation Time . (mg!t) 
TY-16-13 10 ·115 
-14 15 113 
-15 20 - 140 
-17 3J 115 
: -21 45 175 
-22" 60 172 
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ObviolJsly, if plaque corrosion is occurring,';lie lx:st solution is t:) attempt 
. to avoid or limit it rather than to treat the affected solutions. Treatment of impreg-
nation baths is possible but is time consuming and not totally satisfactory. A chemical. 
4-methylnioxime, will selectively precipitate nickel ion from cadmium solutions at 
pH 3.0 [as opposed to dimethylglyoxime, which must work at pH 10 and would. of 
course, also precipitate Cd(OH) 2]' This is not only expensive, but if excess amounts 
are left in the bath, it may precipitate out in the next nickel plaque to be imprct!natcd. 
Finally, the effects of such an organic material in the bath are totally unknown. 
A more optimistiC approach invol\'es the light oxidation of the nickel plaque 
(heating in air) prior to impregnation which appears to inhibit corrosion and yet not 
adversely affect the electrical or physical properties of the plaque. Plaque was 
treated in this manner prior to impregnation in the bath mentioned alxwe at 0.31 A/in. 2 
for 25 min. Their thickness data is exhibited in Table XVIIi It can be seen from these 
data that the thickness increase upon impregnation Is but a few tenths of a mil. Under 
identical impregnation conditions the nickel content of the cadmium solutions after' 
impregnation of passivated plaque was less than 0.5 mg/f, whereas plaques impreg-
nated witt,out passivation have shown nickel contamination up to 175 mg/f. In addition 
to the prevention of plaque corrosion, the passivation minimizes any buildup of active 
material on the outside of the plaque. Negative plate utilization was found to be sub-
stantially lower, on the order of 80% of the revised theoretical capacity, i.e .• the 
plate capacity based on the weight of active materia I in the plate after formation. 
Therefore, the projected design capacity for the negative electrode had to be projected 
upward to maintain .the proper positive to negative capacity ratio. 
After a thorough investigation of the parameters involved in the manufacture 
of negative plate material by the high temperature electrochemical method, a pro-
cedure for its production was selected. The optimum conditions were impregnation 
of the plaque material in a bath consisting of Cd(l'US) 2 at a concentration between 
2.0 and 3.0 M ana a NaOO2 concentration sufficient to -maintain the solution pH between 
2.0 and 3.0 (typically 0.3 M). The bath temperature should be maintained at the boiling 
point (I05°C) and impreg~tion should be carried out at a current density of 0.5 AI in. 2 
Impregnation of properly treated plaque (of nominal 83% porosity) was carried out 
at this current density for up to 40 min without undue plate thickness increases. 
These conditions were selected basedon data presented in Tables XIX, XX, and XXl 
In Table XIX it can be seen that Cd(N03) 2 concentrations below 2.0 M tended to produce 
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Table XVIIL Negative Platt: Data - TY-18 
Initial 
. Thickness Final Thickness Thickness Change , 
Plate No. (mils) (mils) (mils) ., 
1 30.6 30.7 
j 
+0.1 I 
2 30.7 _30.9.· +0.2 ! ! 
,. 
3 30.7 ·31.0 +0.3 ! I 
• 
! 
4 31.0 31.1 +0.1 , ; . 
; ) 
5 29.8 30.2 +0.4. 'j 
1 
6 30.8 31.1 +0.3 , ! 
7 31.5 31.5 
; 
0.0 
8 31".4 31~7 +0.3 
9 29.6 30.0. +0.4 
10 29.8 20:7 - 0.1 
11 29.7 .30.2 i +0.5 
12 30.9 +0.2 I 30.7 j. 
I 
13 29.5 29.5 0.0 ~ . 
7 
, 
14 29.tl 30.0 +0.4 ... 
· 
,. 
. t 
I r ~ . 15 20.0 30.1 +0.1 i , 
16 
, 
.. 30.1 30.5 +0.4 i 
17 30.5 31.0 +0.5 .1 ; .. i 
18 30.0 ·30.5 +0.5 ~ • t.; i 
+0.5 · . .' 19 30.3 30.8 l 
-... ". of. 
20 30.5 +0."1 i 30.4 j 
I.. 
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• Table XIX. Effect of Cd( NOa) 2 Concentration on Negative Electrodes 
Plate After 
Plaque Plate Formation . Cd( N03)2 Revised 
Plaque . Thickness Thickness Thickness Concentration Theoretical Theoretical lX:livered 
(M) Capacity' Capacity Capacity Number ( mils) ( mUs) ( mils) 
57 29.2 37.1 35.5 2.0 5.75 5.05 4.06 
59 29.3 37.6 35.7 2.0 5.B5 5.11 4.06 
38 30.7 31.2 30.8 2.0 6.02 5.07 3.93 
42 30.4 31.4 30.7 2.0 5.82 5.01 4.03 
87 ~O.8 37.1 33.2 3.0 6.16 4.89 4.20 
88 30.4 31.9 31.1 . 2.5 6.18 4.92 4.30 
86 30.8 31.1 31.4 1.75 4.88 4.08 3.20 
85 30.7 31.2 30.9 1. 75 4.61 3.78 2.93 
98 30.8· 34.8 1.5 4.49 
• Constant O.3M NaN02, O.5A/in.
2
, 35 min. 
' . 
Plate 
Capacit:i 
(Ahr/in. ) 
7.15 
7.11 
7.~7 
8.20 
7.91 
8.64 
6.37 
5.93 
,/ --. -=:.:.~~---.- ..... -- ',," 
.. 
'"'" 
Table XX. Effect of Nar\02 Concentration on Negative Plates· 
Plate Afrer 
1'Y-18 Plaque Plate Formation NaN0 2 Revi8cu Plate 
Pbque Tllickncss Thickness Thickness Concentration Theon:tic::ll Theoretical Ddiv('red Capacitv 
Number ( mils) (mils) ( mil~) (t--n Cmacitv Capacity Capacity ( Ahr/in.3) , , 
37 29.9 30.3 30.4 0.0 4.27 3.54 2.93 6.04 
57 29.2 37.1 35.5 0.3 . 5.75 5.05 4.06 7.15 
59 29.3 37.6 35.7 0.3 5.85 5.11 4.06 7.11 
38 30.7 31.6 30.8 0.3 6.02 5.07 3.93 7.97 
42 30.4 31.4 30.7 0.3 5.82 5.01 4.03 8.20 
41 29.(1 30.8 30.3 0.6 5.55 4.72 3.60 7.43 
• Constant. 2.0M CdC N0 3) 2,.0.5 A/in.
2
, 35 min. 
U1 Table XXL Effect of Current Density on Negative Plates· 
Plate After 
TY-18 Plaq~e Plate Formation Impregnation Current Revised Plate 
Plaque Thickness Thickness Thickness Time Densit~· Theore::[cal Theoretical Delivered Capacity 
Number ( mils) ( mils) (mils) ( min) (Alin. ) CaEacitv CaEacitv Capac,lty (Ahr/in. ) 
38 30.7 31.6 30.8 3S.0 0.5 6.02 5.07 3.93 7.97 
42 30.4 31.4 30.7 35.0 0.5 5.B2 5.01 4.03 B.20 
" I 
'-., . 
57 ~9.2 37.1 35.5 35.0 0.5 5.75 5.05 4.06 7.15 
59 29.3 37.6 35.7 35.0 0.5 5.85 5.11 4.06 7.11 
79 30.9 33.0 32.8 23.5 0.75 5.05 4.13 3.93 6.54 
81 30.5 36,2 35.3 17.5 1.00 5.6':1 4,69 3.73 6,60 
• Constant 2.0M CdC N03) 2' O.3M NaN02 
'''_~' ___ >4''' ____ • __ ._ ••. ~ __ ""_.,,, •• ,, ___ •.• ~ ........ .-.... _____ ,.,. •• _ ...... ___ ..... _ .. _ .~ ___ "_" __ ........ _~ ___ ... _ ••• _ . ' _ ............ ,", • 
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plates of. somewhat lower capacity than th~se impregnated in concentrations of 2.0·f',.,' 
or ab0ve. Table XX illustrates that the necessary pH control is maintained at values 
of 0.3 M Nal'D2. Higher values serve no purpose while lower V·alues. invite u~accept- .• 
able Jeyels of nickel concentration into the cadmium solution via excessive plaque. 
corrosion .. / 
. Experiments involving nitrite ion conc.entration have shown that even with 
pas! ivated plaque. corrosion of theplaque will occur if no NaN02 is included in the 
oath formatiolL Nickel concentratio;; .. ; as high as 50 mg/l were found after 35 min. 
at 0.5 Alin. 2 current density in such solutions as ~pposed tocon~~ntratiOn!; of . 
. < 0.5 mg/£ in baths in which the pHw~s controlled with nitriteconcenrrations of 
approximately 0.3 M. 
. . 
'For a givencoulomblc input. the ~ffect of increasing current density is to 
decrease the theoretical and delivered capacity of the negative plate. as shown in 
Table XXLCurrent densities of lower value .. although 'not listed in the table. suggest 
· a decreased plate capacity also . 
. . D. Plate Testing 
. . . . 
Study of.the electrochemical performance characteristic~ in the flooded c~ndi-
tion of both positi~~ and negative plates ~lanufactured by the optimum conditions pre-
· viously discussed was initiated. This was done by testing five positive and five negative 
electrodestn a simulated near-:-earth orbit cycle regime at a charge-discharge rate 
corresponding to a 60 min/3D ~in cycle at a 50% depth of discharge and 10% over-
. . '.'
charge. All plates were subjected to 100 cyCles .. The tl;:::;T'ing was carried aurin' 
flooded medium with two oversized counterelectrodes .. The electrodes were cycled' 
on a Tyco-built battery cycler with appropriate power supplies and recording equip" . 
ment. The record parameters were: (a) capacity after formation. (b) charge and 
discharge potentials during cycling. (c) capacity after 100 cycles. (d) capacity limits 
· between which the cycling occurred. 'and (e) physical changes (weight loss. shedding. 
· etc.) . The detailed experimental procedure was as follows: 
. 1.· Test plates were assembled in aceU with two overdesigned counter-
electrodes in 30% KOH •. 
2. The plates were formed by 3 fuHcycles at the C/2 rate with 100% 
overcharge. The delivered capacity of the formed plate was then d·~terinined. 
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'\ 3. The formed plates were scrubbeJ to remuve looscly-mlhercm sur-
, 
, , 
t' 
face m:nerial if necessary and then washed. dried, and wcigllCd. 
4. The cell was reassembled using 30% 1'011. 
5. The plate capacity was measured at the C/2 rate hy a full discl;ar~c 
afrer charging with 100% overcharge. 
6. The piates were cycled (60/30 min cycles, 50% depth of discharge. 
10% O\'crcharge) ~ stal ting with U)e discharge portior •• ,f the cycle. from 80(~' state-of-
chc,rsc for negative plates and 100% state-of-charge for positive plates. The cycling 
was carried out at ,'oom temperature for 100 cy:les in a N2 purged plastic box. 
The plaquf; lIsed in the manufacture of both the positive and negativc plates. 
deSignated TY - Ill, contained the ,25 mesh 0.005- in. nickel wire substrate as proposed 
in ollr design. Five plaques. 4 x'4 In., were impregnated in '!.O M Ni(l'U 3) 2' 
0.3 M N3N02, 0.1 M Co(N03)2' (l05°C) at 0.5 A/in.
2 for 85 min. Tile rCl'ulting 
mean theoretical capacity was 3.30 Ahr with a standard deviation 0(0.086 (2.6% at 
1 a level). Five additional plaqlle (4 x 4 in.) were passivated and then impregnated' 
in 2.0 ;\'1 Cd(l'D3) 2' 0.3 M Nal'n2 , 105°C. at 0.5 A/in.
2 tor 37 min, The reslIlting 
mean theoretical capacity was 5,35 Ahr with a standard devlatlon of 0.109 (2.0% at the 
1 a level). Fig. J7 illustrates the experimental setup. In Table XXII arc listed 
plaque and capaCity data for the electrodes used in this tcst. Figs. 18 and 19 show 
the IR corrected potential curveti for typical charge and discharge cyclcs of pOsit ive 
and negative electrodes, respectively. 
The positive electrodes were tested. starting fron~ 100% state- of -clla rge on 
a discharge cycle to 50% deplh of discharge and then charged with 10% o\'ercha rge. 
These electrodes typlcnlly cycleJ between 7 and 57% of theit' capac it}', which suggests 
that the 10% overchaq.:~c was not sufficient to offset the charge ineffiCiency due to 
oxygen evolution at this rate and test tempel'ature of 23'C. The data docs indicate that 
the elecn'odes performed quite unifarnily and predictably. 
The negative electrodes were tested starring fl'om 80% state-of-char~e on a 
discharge cycle to 50% dept" of discharge and then fully charp.ed with 10% ovcrc:large. 
These electrodes cycled typically between 17 and 67% of their total capaCity. Again. 
the data indicates a high degree of c:tiformity. 
Visual Inspection of borh positive ami negative plates disclosed no apparent 
changes in [he plates. r\ slight weight loss In rhe negative plates was noted (with sub-
sequent decrease In capaCity), although no such change occuned in the positive plates. 
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Plate 111ickncss 
Plaque Plate , Arter ReVi~ed ' After Forl1l3tlon. Delivered 
I'oRltive TIlkknCRS 'Thickness l'orl1l3t!on Theoretical Theoreticni Delivered Capacity 
Electrode (rnlhl_' _ LlT!!l&_, _ (mJl!!l 'Cnpaclly_ Ca!).Jdl)' Ca~ell)' 100 CVcles 
I' 
! 2 26.1 28.1 28.1 3.26 3.20 ' 2.71 , 2.55 
3 26.8' 29;2 28.6 :U4 ' 3.08 2.13 2.37 
4, 26.2 28.3 27.9 3.23 3.04 ' 2.13 2.37 ' 
5 28.8 31.1 30.5 3.42, 3.30 2.33 2.42 
7 28.8 30.7 30.0 " 3.37 3.21 ' 2.16 2.55 
Negative 
Ek.:trode 
U'I 
,U'I 1 26.2 28.4 26.7 5.29 4.41 ' 3.15 3.03 
8 '26.4 29.3 27.1 5.51 4.45 3.28 2.96 
11 26.6 28.3 26.8 5.2,3 4.32 ',3.15 2.84 
14 25.9 29.0 ' 26.4 5.42 4.50 3.21 ' ,3.05 
15 25.8 27.9 26.2 ' 5.25 4.45 ' 3.10 ' 3.05 
.' '. . '. . '. . 
Table XXI1~ tOo Cyc1e'Test Electrode and Capadty'Dlta 
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ThcoreUcaJ 
Capacity 
After Apparent 
100 C~c1es Porosltv 
3.22 80.1 
3.09 79.9 
' 3.05 80.2 
3.30 80.0 
3.23 78.3 
4.12 80.0 
' 4.21 80.0 
'4.05 80.3 
4.20 79.9 
4.12 79.8 
" ,'t"- ... ,,:~ "":7::;:('i.~'~1 
Powder 
porosll)' 
83.4 
83.1 
83.4 
83.0 
81.2, 
83.3 
83.2 
83.6 
83.2 
83.2 
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Fig. 18. Typical positive elect~·odc potential-time curves 
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Further analysis of the positive electrode capacity data generated during the-
simulated near earth orbit floodediesting pointedout th:n although the positive 
capacities were stable during the 100 cycles. a decrease in delivered capacity occurred 
_after formation and prior to the start of the test. It was suspected that the plates 
may _have been contaminated -by carbonate ion. In order to resolve this. the ;,Iates 
- . .' . 
were treated by a proprietary carbonate r 7mova"1 procedure and retested. This"'as 
necessary since nickel carbonates aI'e not pa r·t-icularly soluble. and to ana Irze for' 
total carbonate ion would necessita-te destruction of the plateand subsequent gas 
ana lysis. -Aftel' treatment the plates wel'c rete~ted in fresh 30% KOII and the plate: 
. . . : . 
efficienty wasilllproved. Data are presented in Table XX IIl- lmpi'oved handling 
- - -
tcchniques~f plates in contact with CO2 was established. It was also discovered that 
theACS gradeKOHused in making up the test solutions contained lip to 1.O%K2C03 
(10,000 ppm); - During the restaf the pr<?gram. mercury cell grade ( < 0.03% K2C03) 
KOI-I was used for all test solutions. 
. . . . 
Table XXIIL Effect of Carbonate Ion an Positive Plate Delh'ered Capacity 
Theoretical 
Capaclt)i Capacity Capac it:· _ Capacity Capacit\· After. -_ Final 
Plate After After Prior to After Carbonate Efficiency 
ldent!!r Formation Formation 100 Cycles 100 Cycles Treatment (\) 
TV., !9-2 3.20 2.71 ·2,55 ·3.05 95 
-3 3.08 3.45· 2.13 2.37 2.95 96 
-4 3.04 3.52 2.13 2.37 . 2.95 97 
-5 3.30 3.72 2.33 2 .. 42 3.00 91 
-_7 ·3.21 3.64 . .3.64 2.16 2.55 99 
It was reported in the 6th Monthly Report of this contract that after forn',ation 
of negative plates in 30% KOH, the delivered capaCity was approximatel~' 70% of the 
original theoretic~l capacity based on weight gain after impregnation. A portion of 
. . . . . . 
this reduced delh'ered capaCity was due to the decrease inplate weight after format ion. 
This means .that in order to produce a negariv-e eJectroJe with [he energy d:msiry 
specified: in our design. higher loadings hadto be achieved. In order to docllmem our 
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ability to manufacture plates of rhis loading. a series of plaques 'Nas pre'pared for 
impregnation under conditions similar to thost! described in I he: SiXlh Munthly Repor! 
of this Contract with Increased impregnation times proposed. The plaque seleclcd 
for this work was from run TY -18 .. having a 20 x 20 mesh nickel wire !:;ubstraIC. 
nominal 30.5 mil thickness. and powder porosity of 82. 5(}. The plaq"cs were lightly 
passivated prior to impregnation in a bath consisting of 2.0 M Cd(l'D3) 2 and 
0.3 M NaN02, at its boiling point (105'C). The current density was 0.5 A/in.
2
. and' 
the impregnation times are listed in Table XXIV along with other pertinent data. 
Comparing these data with data generated in a similar manne,' using '1'),-16 
plaque, a striking dissimilarity in the weight gai'" versus impregnation time curves 
is noticed after approximately the 20-l11in impregnali<Jn lime. This is clearly illus'" 
trated in Fig. 20, which compares weight gain versus impregnation time at 0.5 A/in. 2 
in identical impregnation solutions for both plaque types TV-16 and TV-18. Each of 
these plaque types was produced from identical compositions and similar manu-
facturing conditions, and therefDre their physical characteristics appear similar as 
shown in Table XXV, 
The apparent reason for tt:~ difference in impregnation behavior between the 
two plaque types seems to be associated with the fact that the TV -18 plaque had been 
passivated prior to impregnation whereas the TV-16 had not, since its <lata was 
generated prior to the introduction of the passivation procedure. This supposition 
is borne out in the fact that a sample of TY -18 plaque which had nut been passiv3led 
and impregnated for 45 min showed a decreased weight gain compared to a passivated 
plaque. It has been previously pointed out that plaque which has been passivated shows 
. negligible corrosion during impregnation and also is inhibited f!'"Om forming large 
depOsits of active material on the plaque surface. which. of course. drastically 
increases the final plate thickness. Previously reponed negative plate thickness 
increases at lower current densities than pl'esently used. and impregnation times of 
25 min typically' '.';ere less than 0.5 mil. With current densities of 0.5 A;·in. 2 and 
tmpregnation time~ of up to 45 min, there is a further increase ill plate thickness. 
although this amounts to approximately 3 mils at 45 min impregnation time as opposed 
to a nonpassivated plaque increasing in thickness to over 1] mils dur ing a 45 min 
impregnation. 
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Plaque No. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
38 
42 
40 
43 
89 
90 
91 
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Table XXIV. TY-18 Negative Plate Data 
Impregnation Plaque Plate Theoretical Revised Delivered 
Time Thickness Thickness Capacity Theoretical Capadty Capacity 
(min) ( mils) ( mils) ( Ahr) ( Ahr) ( Ahr) 
20 30.8 31.2 4.27 
20 31.2 31.2 4.23 
20 31.3 31.2 4.42 
20 31.0 31.0 4.32 
35 30.7 31.2 6.02 5.0 3.93 
35 30.4 31.4 5.82 5.0 4.03 
45 29.6 33.4 7.07 6.19 4.83 
45 29.7 33.1 7.01 6.06 4.63 
5 30.7 30.7 0.90 
10 30.5 30.6 1.71 
15 30.3 30.4 3.59 ~ 
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Table XXV. Physical Characteristics of T'\'-16 anll TY-18 Plaque 
Sintered Apparent Powder r-.1cchanical 
Thickness Porosity Porosity Resistivitv Strength 
Plaque (mils) (%) (~) (!"l- Clll x 10 ':4) (kl,!/cm2) 
, 
"IT-I6 29.0 78.3 82.6 6.1 88.2 
"IT-18 30.5 77.8 82.5 6.1 96.4 
With this additional need for hig:her initial loadings due to t::~ Cl)mpar:niv(;)y 
low efficiency of the negative electrode many possible alternatives were considered. 
The goal here has been the manufacture of a negative plate which has a delivered 
capacity of 9 Ahr/in. 3 Under the optimum negative impregnation conditions develop(-d 
earlier in this contract, it appeared that delivered loadings of 8.5 Ahr/in. 3 were 
readily achievable. An increase in the coulombic input to obtain the slightly higher 
loading results inanamount of an uffi\'anted surface buildup of active materia!. To tOlalJ\" 
appreciate this problem, a variety of factors must be considered, for which we shall 
refer to Fig. 21. Fig. 21 relates various loading levels of negative plate with the 
plaque thickness and its associated weight which would contain tlk'sc levels. l\lovin!! 
up or down any of the lines of the graph does not chang~ the amount of total capacity 
delivered but merely shows its possible distributicn for 83% poro~s nickel plaque. 
It appears that the usc of 83% porous plaque having a thickness of 28 mils will not 
allow us to achieve the correct negative plate loading, and therefore the proper nega-
tive to positive capacity ratio. An increase in either or both the plaque porosity and 
thickness seemed necessary to achieve our goals. Since our design has specified a 
positive to negative capacity ratio of 1: 1.4, any decrease in negative capacity would 
Obviously alter this ratio downwards. The intersection of the achieved 8.5 Ahr lin. 3 
loading and the plate thickness of 28 mils describes this ratio. 
A first possibility was to increase the design plaque thickness which wOllld -
increase the void volume available to active material deposition. It can he seen from 
the graph that at the 1.4 to 1 negative to positive rario. an increase i:1 plaque thickness 
from 28 mils to 31.2 mils would allow the necessary capacity to be delivered at a 
loading level of 8.9 Ahr/in. 3 instead of 9.0 Ahr/io. 3 Ob\·iously as can be seen from 
Fig. 21 this involves an increas~ in the plaque weight from 0.694 g:!in. 2 to 0.77 ~/in_2 
Such an increase in negative plaque wei~ht has the effect of increasin)! the towl cell 
weight by less than 3%. which still allows our cell design to exhibit a substantial 
increase in energy density over other cells. 
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Another alternative is demonstratcd by consiuering the effects Gf increasinp; 
the plaque porosity from 83% to 85%. By calcuiation it is seen that a 28-mil. 85% 
porous plaque has a weight of ollly 0.612 g/in. 2 as opposed to that of an 83% pOl'OtlS 
plaque which weighs 0.694 g/in. 2 For an 85% porous plaque to wei~h 0.694 g/in. 2. it 
would have to be approximately 31.7 nlHs thick. According to our graph. at the 1.4: 1 
ratio such a plaque would need to be loaded to less than B.O Ahr/in. 3 to deliver the 
necessary capacity. and yet it would still meet the weight requirement proposed in the 
design. 
. Of the possible solutions indic·.lted above. the most reasonable one appeared 
to be that of increasing both the plaque puro~ity together with illcrcasing the plaque 
. thickness to a \low for the acceptance of the higher loadings. Towards this cnd, a 
number of plaques were manufactured with an increased sinter porosity and plaquc 
thickness and impregnated as outlined in the Eighth Monthly Report. Results are 
presented below in Table XXY~ 
. . 2 
In the far right column of the table is the plate capacity expressed as Ahrlin. 
of plate. The value necessary to maintain the 1.4 to 1 negative to positive capacity 
ratio is 0.25 Ahr/in.2 It can be seen from these data that when usin~ plaque havln~ 
the alxwe characteristics, negative plate of the proper loading may be Illanufactured 
without peMlizlng the origInal designs' weight savings. It was therefore proposed to 
. specify that negative plate be manufactured from plaque having a sinter porosity of 
83± 1% and a thickness of 0.030 in. ± 0.0005 in. 
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Table XXVL Tyco Negative Plate Characteristics 
Sinter Thickness After Theoretical Delivered Capacity 
Plate Plaque Thickness Porosity Plate Thickness Formation Capacity Capacity 2 
Identity (m11s) (%) (mils) (mils) (Ahr) (Ahr) (.Vlr/ln. ) 
IT -28-4 29.8 84.3 30.4 29.7 5.50 3.90 0.244 
-6 28.7 84.1 29.6 28.9 5.36 3.90 
0.244 
-7 27.8 84.3 29.2 29.0 5.54 3.90 
0.244 
0) -8 28.5 84.0 32.2 30.6 5.55 3.90 
0.244 
(J1 
TY-27-39 29.4 83.9 30.1 29.8 6.50 
4.17 0.261 
-42 30.1 84.1 31.1 30.9 6.47 4.02 0.251 
-43 30.0 84.0 31.1 30.6 6.12 4.13 
0.258 
1/ 
I 
.. 
L.· I 
·1 - I I . 
V. CELL TESTING 
A. 4-Ahr Cells 
Five~-Ahr, hermctically scaled NiCdccllswere assembled and resrc.-'d in' 
the starved condition using a simulated inclined sYl)chronous orbit regime; Each of 
. . . . . . . -
the 'five cells was· manufactured using a batc;:h process due .to rhequantities involved 
and assembled in a prev[~lIsly desf~ned ~ickel:,"plated steel cell ·can. The plates; both 
po~itive and negative, were produced using slurry-co~ted Ni sfnteredplaque of a 
. nominal thickness of 29.0 mlls and a sinter porosi.ty of 83%. Table XXVll shows thc 
· . 
various plaque characteristics . 
. The impregnation of ~oth positive ~ndnegative plates was. ~arried ~ut in ~olu­
tions and under conditions described and documented previoilsly. 
· '.. . 
As can be seen from Table XXVII, the uniformity of the plaqllcmalcdal is 
. quite acceptable. 
Table XXVIII shows the capaci~y data for these plaques after batch Impre~na-
. .' - . 
tion and formation. The variability of the plate material is a result of this type of . 
batch processing, yet this material is acceptable for the purpose of testing our ce'll 
design. Typical reproducibility of plate capacity is exempli"fied by data shown in 
. .'
. '.
Table XXVlX. These plates were manufactured by the continuous impregnat ion pro-
cess, and it is obvious from the dat~ that this produces a highly uniform ·product. . 
Once the plates were impregna~cd and' formed. they were cut to ~he proper size and 
grouped to achieve the deshcli negative-to-posltive capacity ratio of 1.4: 1.0.~ 
.' "  
· Table XXX lists the groupings of the electrodes used in each of the five cells 
along with the flooded valu~ of capacity and the capacity ralio. h was determined that 
in the worst case, . the variation in plate capacity was 2.5% at [lie 1':0 I~vel for nega- .. 
tive plates.in a particUlar ~ell and 2.2% at ttie 1-(1 level forpositive plates. The 
plates were stac\(ed up in alternate layers. Wilen 'the :;tack~ng was completed. each 
, . . . \ .' . 
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Plague No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
17 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
10 
11 
12 
'13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
L. 
Table XXVII. Plaque Ch;}ractcristics 
Negative Electrodes 
Apparent Powder 
Thickness Porosity Porosity 
(mils) (%) (%) 
0.028475 79.11 82.07 
0.0287 79.45 84,0 
0.0286 7~.72 84.30 
0.0298 'i9.89 84.29 
0.0287 79.59 84.14 
0.0278 79.57 84.29 
0.0285 79.40 83.98 
0.02842 78.93 82.86 
0.02865 78.87 83.40 
0.0297 78.92 83.28 
0.02975 79.02 83.38 
0.02998 79.44 
, 
83.79 
0.02981 79.25 83.61 
0.03004 79.18 83.50 
0.02978 79.13 83.49 
Positive Electrodes 
0.02856 78.76 83.30 
0.0288 
0.0283 78.09 82.63 
0.0287 
0.0287 78.28 82,71 
0.0286 
0.0285 73.85 82.78 
0.030 79.20 83.53 
0.0294 78.85 83.25 
0.0296 78.99 83.37 
0.0292 78.87 113.31 
0.0298 79.26 83.oj 
0.0298 79.05 83.40 
0.0297 79.16 83.55 , , 
0.0298 78.99 ·83.34 
0.0302 79.61 83.93 
0.0292 78.51 83.01 
0.0302 79.26 ·83.56 
0.0295 78.69 83.07 
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T<lble XX V IlL 
Plate No. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 , 
35 
36 
17 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 . 
~ 8 . 
(/,.~ "-r, l.· 
I 
C.lpaciry Data for 4 -Ahr Cell Uec! T(ldes 
Positive Electrodes 
IkvbcJ 
Thcorclkal Delivered 
Capacity Capacily 
(Ahr) (Ahr) % Effkicncy 
2.677 3.44 128 
2.94 3.68 125 
3.13 4.08 130 
3.106 4.01 129 
3.152 4.08 129 
3.046 3.99 131 
2.953 3.66 125 
3.215 4.01 125 
3.025 3.96 131 
2.973 3.55 119 
3.139 4.07 130 
3.025 3.82 126 
Nes:;ative Electrodes 
4.33 3.33 76.91 
5.172 . 3.93 75.98 
4.72 3.53 74.78 
t;.39 3.23 73.57 
4.726 3.63 76.80 
4.65 3.60 77.42 
4.632 3.23 69.73 
4.931 3.40 68.95 
4.313 3.53 81.8 
4.543 3.60 79.2 
4.743 3.90 82.2 
4.678 3.90 83.3 
4.783 3.90 81.6 
4.776 3.90 81.8 
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Table XXVLX. Typical Positive Plate Manufactured by a Continuous Process 
Theoretical Delivered 
o Capacity o Cap:lcity 0 
Plate No. o (Ahr) 
--.0hr) 
206 1.975 2,21 
208 1.950 2~16 
211 1.967 2.13 0 
212 1.S46 2.0S 0 
213 o i.S34 2.16 
216 1.8520 2.16 
217 1.853 2.13 0 
218 01.894 2.16 
0231 1.872 2.08 
2320 1.884 2.08 
233 1.911 "0 2;21 
234 1.853 2.19 
236 1.846 2.13 
238 1.893 2.21 
240 1.822 2.110 
241 0 1.879 2~16 
244 1.830 0 2.21 
2:45 1.910 0 2.13 
246 1.919 2. i9 
247 1.S63 2.16
0 
Mean 01.88 2. ]5 
StaOndard deviation 0.045 0 00.044 
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Table XXX. 4-Ahr Cclls 
Capacity 
Positive Negat ive I{at io 
Positive· Capacity Negativc· Capacity Positive to 
Cell Identity Plates (Ahr) Plates (,\hr) NC)!,a t i\'(:: 
TY -227 -4-1 (4) No. 18 (4) No. 17 
(4) No. 27 5.03 (4) No. 30 7.08 I: 1.41 (2) No. 36 
TY-227-4-2 (4) No. 20 (4) No.2 
(4) No. 19 5.29 (4) No. 32 7.53 1: 1.42 (2) No. 3 
TY-227-4-3 (4) No. 29 (4) No. 
(4) No. 26 5.59 (4) No. 7.68 1: 1. 37 (2) No. 
TY -227-4-4 (4) No. 23 (4) No.4 
(4) No. 21 5.75 (4) No.6 8.~5 1: 1.43 (2) No.7 
TY -227-4-5 (4) No. 25 (4) No.8 
(4) No. 28 5.81 (4) No. 31 8.29 1: 1.43 (2) No.7 
• ( ) indicates the number of electrodes cut from that particular plate. 
stack was wrapped temporarily with Teflon tape :.lnd aligned with the cell cover 
assembly. which included the cell terminals. The electrode Icads from the stacks 
were then spot weldell to the appropriate terminal. The stacks were compressed and 
slid into the cell can with an outside layer of separator material slJrroundin~ the stack. 
Each cell cover was then heliarc welded to (he can wich appropriare hear sinks pro-
tecting the terminals anll cell body. Tile cells were leak tested and then filled with 
30% KOB. The electrolyte fill j'~vel was determined prior to this time by saturat ing 
an identical stack-up of electrodes and separ&tor material in a ootlomless cell can 
with electrolyte and allowing the stack to drain. The amount of electrolyte retained 
was considered the 100% fill level. The actual cells were filled to 80% of this value. 
Each cell was then precharged to 10% of its negative capacity by first fully charging 
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the cell while sl'aleJ anJ then l'\'acll:;tin~ the cell w:iile continllin~ the char~e fllr lhe 
appropt'iatc amount of lime. The cell was permal1l:ntly scaled while still under vacuum 
by pinchin~ the fill tube and weldin~ il :-;hut. These cells were thell placl'u on an alltll-
1ll3tic cycler to be tested under' a silllulareJ inclined synChronous orbit rC'!!ime. This 
regime consists of a 23-hr charge at the ello rate (0.40 A) followed by a I-hI' Jis-
ch;:,;ge to 60(;';, depth (2,4 A). A typical early cycle is shown in Fig. 22. 
This testing continued for over 100 days (> 100 c~·clcs). 'fhe final (complete) 
discharge curves of each of tlw five celb is shown in Figs. 23 throll).:h 27. Th(:5e 
final di~charges were obtained by allowing the cells to Jischarge bl'yond the 1 hour 
at 2.4 Amp mark and indicate the total c'apacity of the cells after tesl. 
It can be seen from the pl'l'ccding data that accordinp; ro the potential rinK' 
CUI ves i:hese cells appear to behave in a reproducible a:ld prcdictahll: manner. It 
can be also ~ecn from the data in Table XXXI that there is a luss in delivered capacity 
Juring cydi:lg. First of all, the efficiency, Pc/Tc suggests that the filllcvcl IIf the 
cells is slightly low, rhe target value for the fill le\'.:'l was 8000. Upon visual examina-
tion of cells, it was discovered that three of them, number's I, 2 and 4 had small pin-
holes in the wdd area of til(' ':an. This was probably due to the use of t he nickel platcd 
steel cans which tend to ~ . .;:idize durin~ welding, forrninF: pockets of dross in the weld 
area. Upon subsequent leak testing the weld aPI'C<l rs to be ti~ht but upon contact with 
the electrolyte these products corrode and form ::,.1S leakage paths. "Illis in run1, with 
time, causes the loss of water and the appa rent loss of cell capacity dul' to drying. 
It is suggesteJ that Cells No. 3 and .5 also "dried out" somewhat but by a slower 
leakage path - past the 0- dng seals at the cell terminals. This was evidenced by 
minute quantities of corrosion proJucts around the bases of all terminals. 
l1lUs, these tests suggest that with a proper hermetic seal the cells coulll 
properly operate under this type of test re~i me. 
B. 12-Ahr Cells 
Based on the desiF:n considerations discussed in Section I1-D, the rc!?ults 
discusseJ under Section IV -C, and the Jata p:enerated from the testin)! of 4- Ahr sizl: 
cells, five 12-,\hr l'ated cells were d('signeJ and built. The dectrocie design speci-
fications arC listed in Table XXXII. The cell case was constructed of 15 mil thick 
Type 3041.. stainless steel with all wellleJseams. The terminal closures were 
effecwo bX the use of moJifieJ Ziep:ler, i.e., crimped polymeric, seals. 111e celJ 
component drawings and attribute sheets arc fount.! in Appendix I. To further enhance 
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, Table XXXL 
T 
c 
. Theoretical 
(flooded) 
Capacity 
Cell No. 227-4- ~.EL 
1 5.03 
' .. 2 5.29 ., 
·3 5.59 
... 
4 5.75 
5 5.81 
44 
\ \ . 
4 - Ahr Cell Capacity D:na 
p F 
c c 
Capacity Capacity 
After After Efficiency 
Precharge 100 Cycles Pc/Tc 
(%) (Ahr) 
3.93 
3.93 
4.27 
4.14 
4.14 
79 
(Ahr) 
2.64 
2.80 
3.64 
3.12 
3.64 
? --
-.--- . 
&& 
. , 
-'. 
78.0 
74.5 
76.5 
72.0 
71.0 
Efficiency 
FclPc 
(%) 
67.2 
71.2 
85.2 
75.4 
87.9 
.:' ~.; . 
. 
ei'. 
I 
I 
Table XXXII. Electrode Design Specifications for 12-Ahr Cell 
Positive Plate 
1. Number of plates - 10 
2. Plate size - 3.25 x 2.8 in. (± O.Oi) 
3. Substrate - 0.005 in. nickel wire screen at 25 mesh 
4. Plaque type - sintered nickel powder 
5. Plaque porosity - 83% ± 1% 
6. Plaque thickness - 1).02"8 in. ± 0.0005 in. 
7. Plaque weight variation - ± 0.05 g/in.2 
8. Plate capacity - 0.200 Ahr/in.2, flooded 
9. Plate capacity variability - max 2% at 1 0 level 
10. Carbonate level max 1% 
Negative Plate 
1. l\'umbcr of plates - 11 
2. Plate size - 3.25 ± 2.8 in. (± 0.01)" 
3. Substrate - 0.005 in. nickel wire screen at 25 mesh 
4. Plaque type - sintered nickel powder 
5. Plaque porosity - 83% :I: 1% 
6. Plaque thickness - 0.030 in. :I: 0.0005 in. 
7. Plaque weight variation - ± 0.05 g/in. 2 
8. Plate capacity - 0.257 Ahr/in.2, flooded 
9. Plate capacity variability - max 3% at 1 (1 level 
10. Carbonate level max 1% 
... ' I 
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the validit~~ of the Tyco design a direct comparison of our projected cellwas made 
I -
with the actual characteristics of a commercial "I2~Ahr aerospace quality cdl. 
- - -
The commercial cdl was teste~- for its electrochemical capacity QY ch3r~ing,-_ 
at ..... Ci3 rate (4A) with 50% overcharge and then dischargeda~ 4 A. This test was 
r~peatcd ~nd the average ddivered capac"ity of the cell was -found to he 15.8 :\hr, 
- -
much higher than was expected. -Since this capacity exceeded the design ~alue f:Jr 
. the Tyco 12- Ahr cell and since both cells arc s.imilarln weight and physical size, 
it was felt that a direct analysis of Its cell components would be beneficial in pin- . 
polOting dHferences in the two cells. The following table compares some of the· more 
pertinent ·physic~l and Clectrochemical charac:crist"lcs of the two c-ells. 
Component Commercial Cd) T\'co Cell· 
1. - CeHCan 
---
Dimensions (outside) 0.B75- x 2.98 x 4.00 in: O.BOOx 2.95 x 4.00 In. 
Material thickness 0.018 in •. 0.015 In. 
Weight 85 g 70 g 
2. Positive Plate 
-Single plate weight 13.04 g 12.9 I!: 
Total plate weight 143.4 g .129.3 g 
Unit weight - L67 g/in.2 . 1.41 g/ln.2 
Active matedal weight ..... 57 ~!;' (calculated) - . 52.5 g 
Number 11 10 
. Size 2.8 x 2.75 in • 3.25 x 2.8 In. 
Area 7.8 in.2 (86 total) 9.1 In. 2 (91toral) 
TIlickness 32 mil 28 mil (30 final)--
Screen type 4 mil perforated 5 mil. 25 mesh screen 
Starved capacity (ave) 1.44 Ahr/p)ate - 1.47 Ahr/plate . 
(0.184 Ahr/in.2) (0.162 Ahr/in.2) 
Cell capacity (starved) ·15.8 Ahr (tested) 14.7 Ahr 
3. Negative Plate 
Single plate 12.74 g 15.6 g 
Total plate weight 152.9 g 2 - 172.2 g 2 Plate unit weight ..... 1.63. g/in. 1. 72 g/lU. _ 
Active material ,\'eight : ' . 2 . 0.827 l!/in. 2 0.811 gin. 
Number 12 11 
Size 2.8 x 2.75 in. 2.8 x 3. 25 in~ 
Area 7.8 io. 2 (93.5 total} 9.1 In. 2 (l00.1 total) 
Thickness 29 inil . 30 mil 
Screen type 4 mil perforated 5 mil. 25 mesh screen 
Flooded capacity 1.53 Ahr/pIatc . 2.34 Ahr/plate 
(rested, delivered) (0.195 Ahr/in.2) (0.256 ,\hr/in.2) 
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3. Negative Plate (continued) 
Total ne~ative capacity 
(flooded) 
Commercial Cell 
18.4 Ahr (tested) 
Total theoretical capacity· 27.8 Ahr 
Total starved negative 
capacity·· 
18.8 Ahr 
*l3ased on· chemical analysis for active material in plates • 
T\'co Cell 
25.76 Ahr 
30.3 ,\hr 
20.6 Ahr 
.... Assuming 80% filllevcl and 85% efficiency of the nq~atlve electrodes, based 
on theoretical. 
It appears that from the actual measured values of negative plate capacity. the 
Tyco design provides for a larger ratio of negative to positive capacity. 
It appears that a much lower negative-to-positive capacity ratio is being 
utilized in the commercial cell with a resultant weight decrease. A morC definite 
weight comparison is shown in the t<1ble below. 
Component Commercial % Total Tvco Cell % Total 
Separator 8.2 g 1.7 10.0 g 2.1 
Third electrode 1.7g < 1.0 1.7g < 1.0 
Plastic shield 3.2 g < 1.0 
Top assembly. te rminals, etc. 25.0 g 5.2 33.0 g 6.9 
Positive electrodes 143.4 g 29.8 129.3 g 27.0 
Negative electrodes 152.9 g 31.8 172.2 g 36.0 
Can 85.0 g 17.7 70.0 g 14.6 
ElectrOlyte 62.0 g 12.9 62.0 g 13.0 
Total weight 481.0 g 100% 478.0 g. 100~ 
If the posithe-to-negative capacity ratios are calculated, it is found that in the starved 
mode the Tyco cell is designed to deliver a ratio of 1: 1.4. On the other hand, the com-
mercial cell positive-to-negative ratio appears to be 1: 1.19. On a theoretical basis, 
the commercial cell does have a P to N ratio of 1: 1.4 but the design apparently 
neglects the inefficiency of the negative electrode. Also. it appea rs from a com-
parison of the weight of the commercial cells' negative active material and the 
resultant flooded capacity that the efficiency of the negdtive plates is actually lower 
82 
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than the. 85% levcl-consi"stcntly found in Tyco nei!ativc platL'!'>. All this, of c.1ursl', 
results in a further lowerin~ of the <!vailable ncgativc capacity, a dccrcas('d l' to N 
r~lti{) anLl a shorter cdl life expectancy. 
Formulation difficulties involvin)! the slurry coated plaque' material nccessi- -
tated the acceptance of plaque material to be used for ne'~ath'c plate manufacture 
with a lower than desi red Po I-OS ity • Porosity values for plaqul' Lot Nos. 7366 an.! 
736') used in the manufactul-e of the cells were 80.1 ± 0.5%. Tile ~lth{'r- rhysk~ll 
chlracteristicsof the plaquc I-uns suggested their suitability for usc in the asscmbly 
of the five prototype cells. The reasonin~ behind this Jeci!'>ion was that the ~oal W'jS 
to prove the validity of the desi),!n at th~~ sacrifice of the Ion)!. life charactL'l'islics of 
the cell. Impregnation of positive plaque Lot No. 7367:\ proceeded unLlL'r conditions 
discussed previously. The results, after formation, showed that the flooded L:apadty 
values were 1.80 ± 0.09 Ahr. 
Simila rJy, negative plaque wa~ impregnated under p/"C:,vinusly dcscribL'd 
condir:ons with the result thaI: negative plates were produced with an a\'era)!c flooded 
capa..:ityof 2.18 Ahr. Variance at the 1 a level was approximately 4.6CO, 50% 
beyond thc desired 3.0% at the 1 a level. 
Both positive and negath'c plates were formed in 30% KOII (mercury cd! 
grade) usin),!: oversize active counterelectrodes. 111e plates were char~L'd and 
discharged three cycles at the C/2 rate, the fin2.l cycle used to deter'mine the actual 
capacitk;; noted above. 
,\fter rinsing, dl-ying, anu inspection the plates were grouped in cdl units 
of 10 positives and 11 negatives. PolYPI-opylene separators were fitted around lhe 
negative plates and the plates were then welded to the dectrooe comes usin): the 
appl-opriate heat sinks to protect the active areas of the electrodes. The comb:-: wcrc 
then welded to the terminal feet which were previously positioned in the top assembly. 
With the third (reference) e1cctrode posItioned against the side of tile electrode 
stack, the entire unit was slid into the stainless step! cell can. After' checking for 
shorts the top assemhly was welded to the can, Using: the~appropriate heatosinks to 
protect the active clements inside the can. The modified Ziq:.1cr seals were .then 
crimped and each cell was then tested for leaks using a helium lC'ak uetcctor. Cells 
- were tllen filled with 40 cc of 30% mercury cell grade KOH. This amount of dec-
trc!yte had been C'xperimentally determined previously. usin~ an additional cell corc, 
to l:,e the 80% fill level. Each cell was then weighed and immediately fitted with a 
stainless steel pressure ),!:auge and closure valve system used to adjust the nei!.atlvc 
prechaq;e-to approximatdy 15% of the availat-Ie ne~ative capacity. The cell wci~hts 
arc shown in Tahle XXXIII. 
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Table XXXIII. Cell \Vci~ht f).ita 
Wt·, Wt, 
Elect rolytC' Cell Weight; Cell Wci~ht With Positive Nc~ative 
Wci!!ht Filled Gauge, ctc. Electrodes Electrodes 
Cell· No. (g) (g) (~) (g) (li) 
227-12-2 52 504.9 799.5 144.5 174.8 
227-12-.4 52 503.9 799.6 148.0 176.5 
227-12-5 52 495.4 792.7 ·139.7 175.0 
227-12-6 52 495.9 .. 792.0 143.0 1"73.4 
227~12-7 52 .. 501.2 795.4· 140.7 179.0 
The prechaq~eof the cells was initiated with a ClIO (1.2 M charge for· 16 hr. 
·During this· entire time cell voltage and prel';sure was ·monitored \'!sually and recorded. 
. . . . . 
·At. the end of this time the closu·re valves were opened and the ce)) evacuatt.'lI to w<I'_r 
vapor pressure whilC thc ch:iq.!;illg current was· increased to 2.5 A. This was con-
tinued for one hour after wiiichthe chaq!in)!was discontinued and the ccJIsscaled 
via thcvalvc. The cells wel:c thendiscl.Jar!!cdat theC/6 (2.0 Alrate to aed] 
voltage cut-off of 1.0 V. Since the c·apacities appeared to be low, .5 c~ of ·electrolyte 
was added and the ccllsr~~~vacuaied.· 11lis was ~Ione with the assumption thatthe 
cells were too sta.·\"ed. Thc cells were then again ch~r~cd fOI" 16·111" at 1.2 :\ arid dis-
. . . '. '. . 
charged at 2.0 A~ Pertinent data is shown ill Table)\XXIV . 
. The evident difficulties experienced during thIs final tl'~tin~ of the' prototype 
cdls w·ere due to an unfortunate comhi nation of \.:i rculllstand,'s. j:i rst, the cells 
·were restrained using thin aluminum plares\\:hich b~l~klcd c()nsi~lel-ably under the 
initial cell pressures. 111cn, due to the incrcase in cJcct:rolytc level ;tlld possibly 
a maladjustment in the chaq.!;c, the second char~e cycle !!encrated (:ven higher cell 
. pressures further defor~ing the cc1l· ca~es. Once the cas~s \~'crc d~forJlleJ the 
. elccttUdes could physically s·eparatc ftom one an ItheJ" in the stack. This of tourse,· 
resulted in the cven lower capacity due. to lack of (')ectl"l.lytc in contact with the 
plates and inefficicnt char.-ge acceptance •. The excessive pressures were probably 
encouraged by the fa~t that lo\\,er·than optimum pol"osity ne~ative ·plaque was used in 
the plate manufacturii1g~ It is \\'ell known ihat low porosity·, hi:)Chly loadc-d negativc 
piates operate indficirntly for oxygen recombination. ;-':1'1 further attempt was made 
't 
.. 1 
84· . 
First Charge 
Voltage 
Cell l'b. (max) 
2 1.439 
4 1.424 
5 1.433 
00 6 1.429 t./1 
7 1.439 
.. 
", 
" 'r .. 
Table XXXIV. '.2-Ahr Cell Data 
Max Cell Second Cha rge 
Pressure Cell Capacity Voltage 
(Esl~) (Ahr) (max) 
51 12.6 1.452 
62 12.0 1.427 
56 11.3 1.426 
60 13.1 1.450 
75 12.0 1.437 
I 
Max Cell 
Pressure 
100+ 
32 
95 
100+ 
100+ 
Cell Capacity 
(Ahr) 
9.7 
11.1 
9.3 
10.1 
9.7 
~ 
~·1 
.-:.') 
to tcst these ceJls and due to the in<lbility to procurc adJilion31 ct.:-Jl cases no othc'r 
cell!:; were assembled. 
In the best C3se it appears that we were able to produc(; 3 12-;\hr ratcu ('ell 
dclivedng over 13 Ahr with an energy density of approximarcly 15 watt hour~ per 
pound. 
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VL CONCLuSIONS 
,Theparamerers involving the deve!opment of a highly reliable. aerospace 
,qiJalityNiCd cell with an i!""'lprovcd energy density have been investigated amI uetalled. 
Weight reducticJn of plaque substrate and plaque sinter was shown (0 have a signifi-
cant effect on the theoretical energy density of this system.' Ught weif!ht screen 
substrate and piaque having an ililproved porous struc;:ture were employed 'in the 
manufacture of electrode materials for this contr,act. 
It .was again found that the high temperature electrocherr,ical illlpr('~nat ion 
method was crltic~))y depen~iei'lt on the physical charactcri~tics oJ the pOrO;J5 nickcJ 
'. . . .' . . 
plaque. Uniformity of materials was' controlled to produce high poro~ity plaqut. for 
. .... . 
the manufacture of plate with the best balance of high loadings and most efficient 
operation and utilization. Son1edifficulties in prodlJci~g plaque inlaq:,e quantities 
. ".
with the desired characteristics \vere attributed to changes in properties of tile 
" ' 
wet slurry upon scale-up from the experimentai quantitIes emplo~'ed to estahlish 
the plaque-plate relationships. The difficulty manifested itself in a plaque'with a 
somewhat lower than desired sinter porosity. ' 
,The manufacture of positive plate was carried out after the successful u'?ter-
mination ofihe necessary, impregnation pa:-a,lleters. The effect of nickel .in concen-
.r,ration. nitrite l~n c.oncentr~ltion. ,and curren~ density were optilllizc-d .to prouucc 
highl)' loadedpositive plate with excellent utili~a~ion Qf the act l\'c'1ll3teriab"';'ithin 
the porous structure. 
The ;llanuf<!crure of nepHlve plate w'as pursued in a similar manner. Plaq'le' 
. . - . 
corrosion during impregnatiori was minimized by light oxidation of the surface. 
Dlffi~ultles were expertenced fnmamlfact~lr'ing [he thicker plaque with the desired , 
sinter porosity. , The high loadings specified for the negative plate. in celll,Junction 
with the decrease-d porosity of the piaque led to !ess than desirahle p!ate operation. 
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i.e., lower active material utilization. In addition. accumulation of nitrate ion in 
the bath during continuous impregnation led to deposition of active materials on tlie 
p late surface, not uniformly distributed within the plaque st ructure. Such problems 
resulted in the less than desired plate capacity variance of 4.6% at the 10 level. 
It appears that work in the future should consider problems associated with 
the continuous impregnation of negative plates. An obvious approach would be to 
discard the impregnalion solution frequently. The disadvantages here are that 
such action interferes with the economics of the system and the flow of material 
. of a major manufacturing operation. A more reasonable approach would be to study 
further the interaction of plaque with resp".;t to the continuous impregnation of 
ne!!ative plate. TIle continuous electrochemical impregnation of positive plate seems 
to present less severe difficulties and IS not nearly as sensitive to high hath nitrate 
concentrations. 
In addition,the changing properties of large quantities of olickei powder slurry 
should be studied to determine the effects of time, temperature. mixin~. etc. on the 
final sintered plaque. 
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APPENDIX I 
I j . i J. 
12- AH CELL COMPONENT ATIRIDlJfE SHEETS AND 
. ASSOCIATED DRAWINGS 
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Part No.: T-12010 
Part Name: Comb 
Vendor: 
Lot No.: 
Lot Size: 
Dhnensions 
A. 0.110 
B. 0.650 
C. 0.020 + 0.002 
-" 0.000 
D. 0.800 
E. 1.00 
F. 0.037 + 0.000 
- 0.001 
Tolerances: 
2 place :t 0.01 
3 place :t 0.005 
! ) ql).. I 
0, .. ' .. ,-,.! 
Anribute Sheet 
0<1£1.': 
Sample Siz<->: 
Pieces O.K. Pieces nof within tolerance 
Inspected by: 
1-2 
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Fig. 1-1. Comb-material Ni 200, Part No. T-121)10 
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Part No.: T-12017 
Pan Name:. Terminal 
Vendor: 
LotNo~: 
Lor Size: 
Attribute Sheet 
Sample Size: 
! 
. I 
I 
i fh~~~.J ! 
.•...• --' .' - - '" - ---•• 1 
, 
, 
. ! 
. Dimensions Pieces O.K. Pieces not within tolerance 
. A. 0.250 
. a. 0.125 
C. 0.125 
D •. 0.040 
E. 0.150 
F. 0.500 
G. 0.800 
Tolerances: 
'.2 place :f: 0.01 
3 place :f:. 0~005 
I. 
. Inspected by: 
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Fig. 1-2. Terminal-material NI 200, Part No. T-12017 
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Attribute Sheet 
Parr No.: T-12018 
Part Name: rerminal Connector 
Vendor: 
Lot No.: 
Lot Size: 
Dimensions Piece~ O.K. 
A. 0.750 
B. 0.192 
C. 0.325 
D. 0.450 
E. 0.150 
F. 0.045 
G. 0.300 
H. 0.650 
Tolerances: 
.2 place :to 0.01 
3 place :to 0.005 
1-6 
Date: 
Samp: e Size: 
Pieces not within tolerance 
Inspected by: 
~- ----,,: -I 
-- --:-,,--- -:- 1-
- - I 
___ ._. _________ -i 
/ 
! 
-"1- I 
! I i -I 
i _-__ ~" _ ~ _ 'I 
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I-I . 
I " 
o~ .. !_ 
Or. -n.! 
- ! 
J9Z NOMINAL, PRESSFIT OVER O;t9Z STUD 
J50 
E 
Fig. 1-3. Terminal coimcctor material Ni 200, Part No. T-12018 
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Part No.: T-12012 
Part Name: Plaque Tab, 
Vendor: 
Lor No.: 
Lot Size: 
Dimensions 
--
I I I I 0A I I ! 0, .?,) \ I . _ -", 
" 
! , I. 
Attribute Sheet 
D;1te: 
Sample Size: 
Pieces O.K. Pieces not within tolerance 
----------------~--------------~----------A. 3.00 
B. 0.075 
C. 0.094 
D. 0.060 
E. 0.125 
F. 0.125 
G. 0.50 
H. 0.005 
Tolerances: 
2 place :t: 0.01 
3 place :t: 0.005 Inspected by: 
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3.00 
I Oo~ ... , ... ,) 
o .060 DIA 
PIERCE WITH NO.4 CUSP LANCE 
Fi~. 1-4. Plaque tab material Ni 200, Part No. T-12012 
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Part Name: Barrel Seal 
Vendor: 
f 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I, 
i ' ; , 
i ",./ 
i /' 
,- . 
Lot No.: 
Lot Size: 
Dimensions 
A. 0.480 
B. 0.062 
c. 0.062 
D. 0.426 
E. 0.076 
F. 0.032 
G. 0.467 +0.000 
~ 0.001 
H. 0.480 
L 0.500 
J. 0.375 
I 
Tolerances: 
.2 place :t: 0.00 
3 place. ~ 0."005 
.1 
.J _ '.1 
'Anribure Sheer 
! 
Date: 
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S~mple Size: . i 
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Attribute Sheer 
Date: 
Parr No.: T·12015 
Pan Name: Seal Barrel Insert 
Vendor: 
Lot No.: 
Lvt Size: 
Dimen~ions 
A. 0.750 
B. 0.250 
C. 0.375 
D. 1/16 
E. 1/16 
Tolerances: 
2 Dlace :t: 0.01 
3 place :t: 0.005 
Sample Siz€:: 
Pieces O.K. Pieces not within tolerance 
Inspected by: 
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Fig. 1-6. Seal barrel insert material -polypropylene, P~rt NJ. T-1201s 
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Part No.: T-12016 
. Pare Name: Tube, Fill 
Vendor: 
Lot No.: 
Lot Size: 
Dimensions 
A. 0.060 
B; 1.50 
c. 0.030 
D. 0.106 +0.001 
~ 0.000 
E. 0.125 
Tolerances: 
2 place ±_ 
3 place ± 0.005 
• 
Attribute Sheet 
Sample Size: 
Pieces O.K. Pieces nct within tolerance 
-. 
Inspected by: 
1-14 
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I 
Fig. I-7. Fill tube material 304L SS, Part No. T-12016 
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Attribute Sheet 
Date: 
Part No.: T-12100 
. Part Name: Can Assembly 
Vendor: 
Lot No.: 
u:>l Size: 
D:mensions. 
A. - 0.500 
B. 4.00 
C. 0.015 
D. 2.95 
Tolerances: 
·2 place ~ 0 .. 00 
3 place ~ 0.005 
.. Sample Size: 
Pieces O.K. Pieces not within tolerance 
Inspected by: 
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Fig. 1-8. Can assembly material 304L SS, Part No. T-12100 
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Part No.: T-12200 
Part Name: Plaque Assembly 
Vendor: 
Lot No.: 
Lot 'Size: 
. Attribute Sheet 
Date: . 
Sample Size: 
Dimensions Pieces O.K. ·Piece!i. .not within tolerance 
A. 0.300 
B. 0.300 
C. 2.80 
D. 3.25 .'. 
Tolerances: 
2 place O.O~ 
3 place 0.005 . 
. Inspected by: . 
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.. I~ 
Fig. 1-9. Plaque assembly. Part No. T-12200 
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Part No.: T-12019 
Part Name: Nylon - Washer 
Vendor: 
IJ,( No.: 
Lot Size: 
Auribute Sheer 
Date: 
Sample Size: 
Dimensions Pieces O.K. Pieces not within tolerance 
A. 0.50 
B. 0.250 +0.005 
- 0.000 
C. 0.045 
Tolerances: 
2 place % 0.01 
3 place % 0.005 Inspected by: 
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Fig. 1-10. Washer' material 6-6. Nylon~ Part No •. T-120l9 
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